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REPLENISHING RABBIT SUPPLY

A SUPERB TRIO
■hrhart, Salzedo and Coding
To Be Heard At Bangor
Festival

One Hundred Bunnies From Washington County Sent Into
Knox To Strengthen the Blood

The thirteenth anniversary of this
A trio oS superb artists will be the
country’s entry into the World War offering for the annual May concert
Knox County hunters who hail rab- I Stobie—putting two and two together
falls tomorrow and that date also under the direction of the Eastern
I» t hunting as their chief sport, and —figured that if they were a benefit
marks the beginning of a nation wide Maine Musical Association In the
who recognize that the stock is being to some locality outside of Maine,
drive for members for the American Bangor Auditorium May 16.
they would likewise he a be nefit to
The
depleted and that the blood is running sections of Maine where the supply
Legion Auxiliary. In this connec artists will be Miss Gertrude Ehrhart,
F
»•.
•
— — a tion two of the outstanding maga one of the foremost of the younger
out. will learn with undoubted sat is diminishing, if not actually threat
zines designed for women are show singers of the concert stage, Carlos
isfaction that efforts are already ened with extermination.
He who neglects the present moment •••
ing feature articles in the April issues. Salzedo acclaimed the world's great
being made to replenish tlie supply.
The supply sent to Rockland came
••• throws away all he has.—,Schiller.
In Good Housekeeping is a personal
harpist and (Howard Goding a
Saturday Chief Smallwood and hy American Rai:way Express from
••• ••• tc comment from (William Frederick est
pianist who is rapidly rising to the
Warden Brown released in The Bog Chert yfield and only two of tiie long
Bigelow, editor, which incorporates
front ranks.
.Conductor Sprague
game preserve, and in the private eared critters were lost in the process.
CERTIFICATES AND PINS
this letter from Mrs. Donald Me- considers this one of the finest offer
‘This,’ said President Waiter H.
preserve at St. George 100 snowshoe
»
—
Crae, national president, setting forth
rabbits which had been caught by the Butler of the (Knox County Fish &
To Be Awarded On Child Health i plea that should make all women ings for a single concert in the Asso
ciation's history.
department in Washington County. Game Asociation, “is in line with the
eligible for membership In the Aux
Day—How To Secure Them.
I
The concert will be held during
By way of explanation it should he policy of stocking game a« well as
iliary give the matter serious thought
the annual convention of the Federa
A 100% Pep Olio—A Laugh From Start To Finish
stated ihat that section of the State fish, and we hope to make this an
All superintendents, nurses and and prompt action:
tion of Music Clubs of Maine which
is overrun with bunnies, and are annual event. It has the sanction of
"Today there exists a need for the
teachers who wish to have the six
meets in Bangor May 16, 16 and 17.
preying on the blueberry plains. the State department Lite in the fall
AU the Latest Song Hits
and seven point certificates and pins type of service the women gave dur
Gertrude Ehrhart, soprano, made
Hundreds of them have been shippd we hope to release a considerable
More than 330.000
Arthur
K.
Walker,
Candidate
for
to award on Child Health Day, (May ing the war.
her debut in Boston four seasons
out of tlie State, and Commissioner number of pheasants in this locality.
Representative
1) will please send repo'ts to the American women are united In serv ago, receiving honors from the start
Proceeds Towards Rockport’s Boys’ Band
office of the Maine Public Health As ing the almost forgotten victims of through her musicianship, interpreArthur K. Walker of Rockport Is
sociation, iState Trust budding, Au the war in our hospitals and the pretations and voice. Miss Ehrhart a candidate for representative from
AN INCREASED
orphans
of
those
men
who
lie
in
mili

gusta, not later than April 24. If
has been soloist with many of our the Rockport, Warren. Union. Wash
the six and seven point certificates tary cemeteries at home and abroad. most prominent musical organiza ington class. Few men are better
and pins are to be given out in June, This group is the American Legion tions. She has appeared in soureps
known throughout the district for
send reports to the office not later Auxiliary with Units In almost every of recitals, both private and public his life has been -spent in the several City’s Appropriations Exceed Last Year’s By $26,727.—
city
and
town
in
the
country.
The
than May 24.
in Boston during the past four sea towns of the group. A native of
If reports are sent in during June, Auxiliary needs more of these mil sons and in many concerts through Rockport, much of his youth and
Virgin Resigns—Berry and Stetson Reappointed
lions
of
women
who
served
during
the
write on the reverse side of the re
out the East.
young manhood was passed in the
war
to
help
It
carry
the
burden
of
port blank the name and address of
Appropriations for the current yearfe
In the making of her programs, Union area with constant circulation
the pupils who are to receive certifi peacetime service. We need a mem she includes the classic airs of the through Washington and the ad were made at last night's session of
bership
of
500,000
to
carry
out
our
cates and pins, and whether six or
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, jacent country. For two decades past the City Government, and the budget HOW BAXTER STANDS
seven point, so that the awards may program.
the master songs of musical literature Mr. Walker has lived in Rockport and shows an increase of $26,727 over last
"So
in
April,
1930,
we
will
make
be sent directly to the child who has
and the works of today.
She until a year ago, was employed in the year. The petition of B. C. Perry. Jr., Former Governor For White
a
nationwide
appeal
for
members.
qualified. Awards sent to the teacher
and 119 others for an increase of the
courageously acquaints her public saw mill in Camden.
We
are
not
asking
the
public
for
near the close of the school year arc
and Gardiner and Tells
He has been an active worker in firemen’s pay was tabled for 30 days.
with fine compositions other singers
funds.
We
are
asking
only
that
the
often forwarded to her home address
have failled to recognize. Miss Ehr town affairs and is at present serv The permanent firemen were success
women
of
this
country
eligible
for
and may not reach the pupil for whom
Why He Is
membership come Into the Auxiliary hart has built up her repertoire ing a second term at the head of tlie ful in ge'ting an extension of “time
they were intended.
through the superlative quality of Rockport board of selectmen. He has off.” and instead of reporting at mid
and
complete
the
work
they
started
The 1930 six and seven point certi
THE BEST MAIN BOUT AND SEMI-FINAL OF
her achievements. Seriousness of been on the school committee several night will henceforth not be required
Former Governor
Percival
P.
ficates and pins will be awarded up to so gallantly in 1917. Given a mem purpose, musicianship and musical terms and is a deacon and active to report until 6 a. m, making a total
Baxter arrived home yesterday from
THE SEASON
and until Dec. 1, 1930. Reports re bership of half a million, we will have authority are displayed in the selec worker in the Rockport Baptist of 24 hours instead of 18.
a four months’ trip to Africa, and
ceived after Dec. 1, 1930 will be car sufficient strength to carry out our tion of her programs.
Dwight M. Virgin resigned as city when queried by Portland newspa
Church. He is also much interested
work."
ried over until January 1, 1931.
auditor, and J. E. Stevens was elected per men as to his position on cur
Carlos Salzedo is nationally ac in Grange affairs.
In “The Woman's Home Com
to succeed him. Dr. J. C. Hill was ap rent politics responded with char
panion” Anna Steese Richardson, knowledged- as the greatest living
Of Biddeford
Of Portland
NOTICE TO MARINERS
pointed health officer, and Patrolmar acteristic frankness.
conductor of the Good Citizenship harpist. What differentiates Salzedo
DOING
GOOD
WORK
THREE SIX-MINUTE ROUNDS
Charles S. Stetson and Deputy Mar
“My interest in polities nrd candi
Bureau, which functions in many from any other artist and gives him
Northeast Harbor Entrance — Beat
shal John T. Berry were re-ap dates,’’ he said, “is that of a private
und efficient" ways, pays tribu'e to world supremacy as a harpist is his I
Island Light Station—Light to be
Park Commissioners Looking pointed.
citizen of some experience, who seeks
results of the Auxiliary service ’hat profound musical knowledge.
changed and intensity increased about
As a harpist, Salzedo's artistry
Following is a complete list of the nothing for himself and whose sole
has come under her attm'ion, par
After
Rockland
’
s
“
Cities
April 30 to flashing white every 6
Of Rockland
Of Berlin, N. H.
appropriations made last night:
concern is the welfare of his native
ticularly with relation to children and virtuosity have never been
seconds, flash 1 second duration, of either orphans of veterans or whose equalled by anyone in any perio^ of
THREE SIX-MINUTE ROUNDS
Board of Health ....................... $ 400 State.
of the Dead’’
550 candlepower, visible 12 miles.
City Lighting ............................. 16,000
“The men 1 am supporting for
fathers are now in hosupltals for history. This explains hl? many suc
Seacoast—Lights on gas buoys to
Common Schools ..................... 31,177 Senator and Governor are men who
disabled veterans and without com cessful tours in the United States Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
be changed about April 15:Gld Man pensation. Miss Richardson was so and Europe as well as his being en
The Rockland Park .Commission Contingent Fund ....................... 10,000 do not betray their friends. They are
Ledge (Jas and Whistling Buoy 2 OM impressed by the work of the Aux gaged, like the great virtuosi of
Of Saco
Of Rockport
1.500 modest men who do not claim that
ers,
whose principal duty is to pass Eleciion and Registration.....
to be changed to flashing white every iliary in these particular cases that other instruments, Kreisler, Casals,
Fire Department .......................
6,100 everything good that has been ac
on
the
acceptance
of
donations
and
3 seconds, flash 0.3 second duration. she made a personal visit to Mrs. Hofmann, etc., as soloist by the
Fire Alarm ..................................
300 complished in the State and Nation
Manana Island Gas and Whistling McCrae at the national .headquarters leading symphony orchestras, Phila bequests for the perpetual care of Free Text Books .....................
2,500 for the past 10 years has been due to
cemetery
lots
by
the
city
of
Rock

; Buoy 14 M to be changed to flashing in Indianapolis. and there learned delphia Orchestra. Boston Symphony,
Of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Of Sanford
land, organized Saturday hy the elec Highway ...................................... 23,140 them alone, and they do not broad
white every 10 seconds, flash 3 seconds more intimately of the tremendous Metropolitan Opera Orchestra (New
FOUR TWO-MINUTE ROUNDS
tion of John W. Burns as chairman High School ................................ 22,268 cast their alleged great accomplish
du:ation.
service the pitifully small band of York), New York (Symphony, Chi and J. E. iStevens as secretary. iMr. School Conveyance .................
273 ments. My candidates do not seek to
Casco Bay—Halfway Rock Light 330.000 Auxiliary members are striv cago Symphony Orchestra. Detroit
BOO arouse class warfare todayfand then
Stevens was relected by the City Insurance ......................................
I Station—Characteristic of fog signal ing to accomplish and also of the Symphony Orchestra. Cleveland Or
Council this year, and Mr. Burns Interest .......................................... 25,000 tomorrow, after making all th©
j to be changed about April 15, 1930. to great need of more members to carry chestra, Syracuse Orchestra. Kansas
250 trouble they can, go out and preach
was elected to fill the vacancy caused Memorial Day ............................
' sound a group of 2 blasts every 60 on the work that simply cannot be City Little Symphony, Boston Phil
by the resignation of William J. Sul Medical Inspection ...................
300 harmony among the different groups
I seconds, thus: Rlast. 4 seconds; covered with the present membership. harmonic Orchestra, Friends of Mu livan. Frank H. Ingraham is the
Industrial Education .......
1,737 In the commuunity.
IFOUR TWO-MINUTE ROUNDS
silent, 2 seconds; blast, 4 seconds; In Miss Richardson's eloquent article sic (New York)—a distinction en third member of the Commission, but Mothers' Aid ...............................
“They do not on the one hand align
2,500
I silent, 50 seconds.
joyed by no other harpist.
she says:
themselves with those who incline
the mayor and city treasurer are also Notes Buyable (Special) 1929
Boxing Begins at 8.30
As a composer, Salzedo ranks members, ex-officlo.
“It was on the 6th of April, 1917
Mr. Sullivan
toward Bolshevism, and on the other,
Reduction of Temporary
Your rug iroblems can oe sett ed just 13 years ago that the United among the most significant of our has done good services ns a member of
Loan .................... '.................... 10,000 just for the sake of votes, prate
Prices $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00
with latlsfaction guaranteed by call States entered the World War. time. 'His symphonic works have the Commission and has shown an National Guard .........................
300 about party regularity, nor do they
ing The People's Laundry, Limerock None of us who lived through those been played by the Philadelphia especial interest in the care of Rock
Bauper Supplies ....................... 12,000 pretend economy in public expendi
DON’T MISS IT!
street Tel. 170. We shampoo your stirring days will forget the incredi Orchestra, Boston Symphony, Chi land cemeteries and his associates
Botlce Fund ...............................
4,000 ture, at the same time spending lav
rugs and return them promptly, like bly short time in which an army of cago Symphony Orchestra, Detroit regret that he felt obliged to ter
Buttle Library
.....................
7,000 ishly of public funds. The men I
I 24-tf nearly 5,000,000 men was raised, nor Symphony Orchestra, Boston Phil
j new
minate his membership as one of the Permanent Improvement .......
7,460 want to see in public office do not tell
how, simultaneously, a supporting harmonic Orchestra, International Commissioners.
Public landing .........................
700 the people that democracy is on
stimulating army of women had Composers' Guild. Pittsfield Festival,
5,000 trial and in danger and that they
Mr. Burns, the newly elected mem Repairs on Schoolhouses
mobilized itself in the homes of etc. What Chopin did for the piano ber, takes much interest in *our Removiqg Snow .......................
2,000 alone can be relied upon to save it,
American cities, towns and rural dis as a composer Salzedo—himself a cemeteries and feels that those who Repairs on (Public Buildings 2,500 nor do they seek public office for self
tricts.
superb pianist—Is doing for the harp: make donations and bequests should Red Cross......................................
700 aggrandizement and for selfish ends;
“Two years later the American Ex what Paderewski is to the piano as have in mind the upkeep of the Sewers ...........
3,000 they are not men who seek to mis
peditionary Forces had been de- a virtuoso, Salzedo is to the harp.
driveways in the cemeteries, as well Salaries .......................................... 42.000 lead the voters through loose talk
In musical circles—In Europe and as the care of their own lots, as it is Sidewalks ......................................
mobollzed and like a mirage the
5,000 and empty promise.
women's army at home had dissolved in United States—Salzedo is ranked for the benefit of all concerned, in School Supply ...........................
“I am for Wallace H. White, Jr.,
0,040
into thin air. For the general pub the foremost harpist today.
order to reach the lots, that the Supervision .................................
1,650 for U. S. Senator and William T\
lic the War was over. New interests
The high place which Howard driveways be kept in good shape.
Gardiner for Governor. Congress
School Office, Expenses and
arose, new demands for social service. Goding holds as a pianist is appar
Memorial Day is less than eight
Incidentals .............................
1,653 man White is an able, experienced,
But some could not forget. They ent from newspaper criticism.
weeks away and it is hoped that all State 'Road Balrol ....................
265 intelligent, upright man who has the
were families of the men who had
lot 'owners will see to it that their Water Supply ..............................
050 confidence of all who know him and
died—in action or In hospitals, from
lots, whether In Achorn, or Sea Physical Education ..................
THE LAST SNOW
1,986 who in every respect is fitted for
wounds, from disease, accident and
View cemeteries, or the other grave Equipment ..................................
5,000 ISenator. Much the same can be said
sundry causes—more than 100,000 in
of Gov. Gardiner, a hard-working,
yards In our city, ibe put in proper
all, the wives and mothers, too, of Year Ago It Didn’t Come Till shape before that date. Doubtless
faithful public servant entitled to re6262,548
the 25.000 or more men being cared
election for the service he has rend29th—What's Your Guess there are many who will wish to have
Nestor
S.
Brown
and
41
others
pre

for in military hospitals which they
stones set to mark the last resting sented a petition for the installation dered. I intend to do everything in
This Year?
could never leave. From this great
places of loved ones before May 30, of a fire alarm box at the corner of my power to aid these men and ex
body of women the Auxiliary of the
Every mtin owes it to his wife and family to carry
but the time is now short in which to North Main and Maverick streets. pect them both to be nominated and
The Lawry Weather Bureau, a
American Legion was organized in
arrange therefor.
Instead the City Government voted elected.”
local, unofficial observatory, gives us
1919.
sufficient life insurance to protect them from hard
Much
has
been
done
to
the
old
Tollast
night to have a number for that
“Mrs. McCrae Is asking for 150.000 the dope on "last snowstorms” for
Park Theatre features this week
more women who are eligible to sign the past 10 years. And here’s how it man burying ground, on Lake ave locality which will be sounded from are: Today, Joan Crawford in “Mon
ships in the event of his death.
nue, under the direction of the park Central Fire Station.
up for peace time service. She sums reads:
tana
Moon;’’ Wednesday and Thurs
commissioners, but there is still
These permits were granted: W. W
1920, May 4, one-half Inch.
up the objectives of the Auxiliary
day, Dolores Costello and Jack Mul
much
to
be
done
there,
and
it
is
de

Case
filling
station;
E.
C.
Bhllbrook,
1921, April 25, trace.
thus: Personal service to the perma
sired that the descendants of those to hold a carnival; Alfred B. Condon: hall in “Second Choice;” Friday and
Yet, leaving a large lump sum of money to an in
•1922. April 24, flurry.
nently disabled in hospitals; rehabili
whose remains are buried in this old to erect sign at 75 Bark street; Saturday, Richard Arlen in “Burning
1923, April 24, flurry.
tation of ex-service men and the wel
experienced woman does not guarantee that she and
cemetery take an interest in giving Penobscot Bay Oil Co., to install 400- Up.” The Strand Theatre features
1924, April 12, flurry.
fare of their families; community
attention to the neglected graves in barrel gasoline storage tank at 97 meantime are: Today, “Her Unborn
service of any sort which will raise
1925, April 20. six inches.
her children will realize the benefit that is intended.
that yard. The gravestones of sol Milin .street; William Wlddecombe Child;” Wednesday and Thursday,
civic and patriotic standards; safe
1926, April 17, flurry.
diers of the American Revolution and E. W, Farmer, trucking licenses; Lon Chapey in “Phantom of th©
and sane legislation In the interest of
1927, April 5. flurry.
have all been reset, with proper Oscar Delhelm, motion picture opera Opera;’’ Friday and Saturday, Eve
adequate national defense as peace
1928, April 29, flurry.
from
appropriations tor: Amos Gross, pool room ut 105)4 lyn Brent and Clive Brook in “Slight
insurance. I believe it Is the first
The safest plan is to create a Life Insurance Trust
1929, April 13, 12 inches—the foundations,
made by the City Council, in the last Main street; Manley T. Perry and El ly Scarlet.”
time that an organization has asked heaviest fall of the season.
mer B. Crockett, vlctualers; Andonis YOUR “FAVORITE POEM
only for woman power.”
with the Security Trust Co. under which this insti
The local "Mr. Rideout" is wonder few years.
It is hoped that non-residents of Cokinis, to sell hot dogs at the airport.
If you are the mother, the wife, ing what record he will be able to
Rockland,
who
are
interested
in
lots
The petition of Herbert W. Keep
the sister or the daughter of a man dang up for 1930. The last snow
tution will assume the burden of investing your in
If I had to live my life again I would hate
who saw service In any capacity fall was iMarch 18, but it would be in any of the Rockland cemeteries and others for a light on Camden made a rule to read some poetry and IImm
will
ascertain
what
needs
to
be
dope
to
some maslc at least once a week. The
surance money and paying your wife or children a
street was referred to the lighting
whatever during the World War, you quite surprising if the Weather Man
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
are eligible to membership in the doesn't have a few of -the chilly to these lots and the stones thereon committee.
Charles Darwin.
Auxiliary. It is doing a noble and feathers up his sleeve. Let’s hope and arrange to have the same put in
Petitions of Mrs. James L. Clark
specified sum each month.
necessary work. The dues are light, it will not be a repetition of last suitable condition before May 30. and Edna Harvey for victualer’s
THE KING’S PICTURE
Let us honor the memory of those licenses were referred to the licensing
the opportunities for service are year.
who
have
passed
to
the
“
better
coun

The king from his council chamber
many, and congenial companionship
committee.
We should be glad to talk over this means of
Came weary and sore of heart ;
Tilt-ray headlights for added con try’’ and see to it that our “cities
is assured. Mrs. Milton M. Griffin,
The petition of Thomas Economy He called for Iliff, the painter.
venience
and
safety
are
provided
on
of
the
dead"
present
a
proper
appear

president of the local unit, or Mrs
And spake with him thus apart:
and others for a light on Prescott
guaranteeing the continued comfort of your loved
am sickened of faces Ignoble,
C. F. Snow 'past president and past the Dynamic New Erskine, and are ance on Memorial Day.
street was granted. Mayor Richard “I Hypocrites,
cowards, and knaves!
Frank
H.
Ingraham.
controlled
from
the
steering
wheel.
State president, will be glad to sup
son was empowered to buy road I shall shrink to their shrunken imeasure,
ones.
ply further Information regarding
Chief slave in a realm of slaves!
machinery.
this activity.

MINSTRELS

1846 in 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 Tin
Free Preea was established In 1855 and In
18U1 changed Its name to the Tribune Thea»
papers consolidated March 17. IRP?

TOWN HALL

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, APRIL 16,17

BUDGET

BOXING
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9

EMPIRE THEATRE, ROCKLAND

ROCKY STONE

HERB BECK

FREDDIE ORDWAY

BUD FISHER

SPUD MAYO

TETE WHITTIER

TIGER TURNER

FRED LARSON

Curtain Raiser Between Two Rockland
Light Heavyweights

YOUR LIFE INSURANCE

RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00

The distributor and coil of the ig
nition system on the new Dodge
Brothers Six are waterproof. Elec
tric current is supplied by a Bix-volt
battery.

DANCE
at Morris’ Hall
TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.

SECURITY TRUST CO.

WEDNESDAY EVG.

APRIL 9
Music by

Rockland
Union

Camden
Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

Falla’s 4-Piece Orchestra

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We wish to inform our many friends that we are
now staying at

C. W. McKELLAR’S, Warren
We will continue to give the same square deal we
have in the past and want to say that

Adm. Ladies, 25c; Men, 50c
42*lt

We Are In No Way Connected With Any
Other Poultry Buyer

EASTER SALE

Cohen Bros.

APRIL 10—2 P. M.
Grand Army Hall
Auspice* Edwin Libby Relief Corps

41-42

TELEPHONE 2-3, WARREN
39T&S51

LEATHER PUSHERS

Will Have Inning At Empire
Theatre Tomorrow Night
—Good Bouts
Lest you forget—here is the menu
for tomorrow nights boxing feast at
Empire 'Theatre.
Main bout: Herb Beck of Portland
vs. Rocky Stone of Biddeford. Six
threes
Semi-final bout: Bud Fisher of
Rockland vs. Freddie Ordway of Ber
lin, N. H. Six threes.
Tete Whittier of Rockport vs. Spud
Mayo of Saco.
Fred Larson of Grand Rapids vs.
Tiger Turner of Sanford.
Two Rockland light heavyweights
will provide the curtain-raiser.
The main and semi-final bouts
bring into the arena four of the best
leather pushers that can be found
on any bill in this neck of the woods,
and the prelims are going to be in
keeping
The exhibition starts at 8.30 .and
the procession will move very rapidly
from that moment

“Paint me a true man’s picture,
Gracious and wise and good ;
Endowed with strength of heroes.
And the* beauty of womanhood.
It shall hang in my inmost chamber.
That thither when I retire.
It may fill my soul with grandeur
And warm it with sacred fire."

•

So the artist painted the picture.
And hung It In the palace hall;
Never .a thing so goodly
Had garnished the stately wall.
The King, with head uncovered.
Gazed on It with rapt delight.
Till it suddenly wore strange meaning.
And baffled his questioning sight.
For the form was his supplest courtier’s
Perfect In every limb!
But the bearing was that of the henchman
Who tilled the flagons for him ;
The brow was a priest’s who pondered
His parchments early and late :
The eye was a wandering minstrel's
Who isang at the palace gate.

The lips, half sad and half mirthful,
W’lth a flitting, tremulous grace,
Were the very lips of a woman
He had kissed in the market place:
But the smile which her curves transfigured
As a rose with Its shimmer of dew,
Was the smile of the wife who loved him.
Queen Ethelyn, good and true.
Then “Learn, O King.” said the artist,
“This truth that the picture tells—
How, that In every form of the human.
Some hint of the highest dwells;
How. scanning each living temple
For the place where the veil Is thin.
We may gather, by beautiful glimpses.
The form of the God within.”

—Helen H. Boatwick.

’

THE YOUNGSTERS SCORED A HIT

three-times-a-week

Rockland. (Me.. April 8. 1!W>.

printed a total of 6325 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

Love worketh no ill to his neighbor:
therefore love is the fulfilling of the
law.—Romans 13:10.

A group of Girl Scouts from Belfast
Troops 1 and 2 will be chosen to at- j
tend the Massachusetts Scout rally
in the arena at Boston Garden May 17
The Massachusetts troops will at this
time entertain troops from the other
New England States, and it will lw
one of the largest gatherings ever held
by the organization. Ten thousand
scouts are expected to attend. T<>
Belfast has come the signal honor of
being asked to carry the State of
Maine colors, and 10 girls will he
chosen to do this. Blue Bonnet Troop |
of this city is striving to raise suf
ficient money to send some of their I
members to the rally It is a won
derful opportunity for the girls, cer
tain to provide inspiration and stimu
lus for carrying on Scout work and
spreading the gospel of the activity.

A crew of husky workmen is mak
ing good progress on the eastern
abutment for the new bridge at
South Warren, and expect to have
it completed by the first of May.
The steelworkers are expected mo
mentarily. Work on the abutment
was halted momentarily the other
day while Supt. .Harvey Cunningham
and Boss Rigger James Scully fished
Mike Roman out of the drink. Mike
had stepped on a log while putting
in a brace, and unfortunately for his
equilibrium the log did not stay put.
The boys will have it that Mike was
simply training for a Coast Guard
job.

A lean-to, 100x35 feet, is being
built onto the new hangar at the
Rockland airport—The walk leading
tc the Public Landing is to he con
tinued to the Curtiss-Wright sea
base.—Harold Moon didn't waste
much time in coming from New York
to Rockland the other day. He
stepped into a new concerted Ire
land flying boat and four hours
Tater was shaking hands with the
boys in Rockland. The new ma
chine is intended for service here and
took up 74 passengers Sunday. In
cidentally Mr. Moon will be on the
staff this season.
John H. MeLoon was voted Into
membership of the Forty dub at
yesterday’s session and Rev. George
H. Welch of the Fniversalist Church
attended his first meeting as a club
member. It was a business session
with routine matters generally con
sidered. It was voted to coo-poate
With the Chamber of Commerce on
the Christmas Cove project of the
State Y.MX’.A. and Hie matter of
Junior League baseball was discus.M U
and put into the hands of a commit
tee. The convening of the sessions
was officially changed to i2.10.

•One of the classes of the Little
field Memorial Church School, ac
companied by their teacher. Mrs. J.
N. Farnham, visited the Home for
Aged Women recently and left with
each of the ladies a gift in the way
of fruit, candy, little cakes etc. The
children gave recitations and sang
songs, by way of entertainment. T\e
ladies were greatly pleased and en
joyed the attention they received
from the girls.
.Seth B. Wethenbee sends us a
copy of the Tourist News and a St.
Petersburg newspaper, containing
elaborate accounts of the Festival of
iStates recently celebrated in that
city. It is one of the big events of
the season in Florida, and Maine
folks are well pleased that third prize
went to the float representing this

Back Row—Richard Ellingwood. Dorothy Rubenstein. Elizabeth Till, Bobby
Crane. Meredith Dondis. Front Row—Harold Dondis. Gordon Richardson,
Felice Perry, Stirling Morse, lone Louraine, Elizabeth McAlary, June Cook,
Virginia Till.

Rockland's youngsters did them
selves proud at the High School audi
torium Friday night and Saturday
afternoon when they played benefit
performances for the book fund of
the Public Library. The group com
prised the dramatic expression stu
dents of Adelyn Bushnell and they
well reflected the fine training she has
given. Miss Bushnell presented dra
matic presentations of “Taming of
the Shrew.” Act I. and a musical
reading “The Highwayman" which
were very well received and Marshall

1.

; Bradford’s fine baritone was heard in
several numbers.
“The King of the Bookcase” was the
main play with Richard Ellingwood
in the leading role of Peter Pan. re
ceiving excellent support. The cos
tumes were remarkable and elicited
much praise The companion play
was “Raggedy Girl’s Dream" and like
wise was well received. The recita
tions proved a pleasant revelation to
the large audiences. All the youthful
participants were good with extra
generous applause bestowed upon
Harold Dondis and Dorothy Harvey,
the former’s “Ounga Din" being a
high light. The program:

King of the Bookcase,

Cast of Characters

Wendy

June Cook

Peter Pan

Richard Ellingwood

Queen Titania

Elizabeth Till

Don Quiote

Meredith Dondis

Jack of the Bean Stalk

Stirling Morse

Robin Hood

Gordon Richardson

Capt. Hook
Ciretcl

Bobby Crane

.........................................

Elizabeth McAlary

.............................

Dorothy Rubenstein

Sleeping Beauty
Cinderella

Ihe Girl

Felice Perry

.........,

Ione Louraine

Pile Boj

Harold Dondis

2.

Recitation by Harold Dondis
Route Marchin’,

5.

Recitation by Virginia Till
a. Playing Actress,
b. Camel’s Hump,

4.

5.

6.

/.

8.

Rudyard Kipling

Rudyard Kipling

Recitation by Elizabeth AIcAlary
a. The Wedding,
b. Antiques,

Kate Langley Bosher
Mary Rosa

Recitation by Dorothy Harvey
a. Pelang,
b. Gypsy Trail,

Drummond
Kipling

Dramatic presentation, Miss Adelyn Bu: hnell
Taming of the Shrew, act 1.

Shakespeare

Songs by Marshall Bradford
a. Banjo Song,
b. Uncle Rone,

Homer
Homer

Musical Reading, Miss Adelyn Bushnell
The 11 ighwayman,

Alfred Noves

Raggedy Girl's Dream
Cast of Characters

Raggedy Girl
Dream Baby
Ghost
Brownies

Dorothy Rubenstein
Virginia Till
Felice Perry
Gordon Richardson
Meredith Dondis
Ione Louraine

Stitch-in-time-Girl

Music by Red Peppers

TO PROTECT RADIO
Here’s How They Purpose
To Do It Out In Redlands,
California
Rockland is by no means the only
place which has radio interference,
.last read this new ordinance which
has gone into effect in Redlahds,
California:
"The new radio ordinance, which is
designed to assure better radio recep
tion by eliminating noises that
plague the radio fans has become
effective.
Radio dealers and Build
ing Inspector M. M Armstrong will
confer on plans for enforcement of
the statute.
“The law regulates the use of elec- .
trical equipment and other ap
pliances, which might interfere with
the reception of radio programs.
Penalties are provided for persons
who refuse to co-operate with the
campaign to make radio reception
more perfect. It is unlawful for any
one to operate any apparatus gen
erating high-frequency oscillations
or radiations, which interfere with
radio-receiving apparatus,
“The dentists, osteopaths, chiro
practors and physicians are allowed
to operate such machines only after
they have used all reasonable means
to prevent interference.
“The building inspector, by the
act. is made radio-interference in
spector. and is given the right to
enter upon any premises at reason
able hours for the purpose of inspect
ing the installation and working of
electrical apparatus.
Interference
with his inspection is made a viola
tion of the ordinance.
“Persons found using unprotected
apparatus will he notified by the in
spector to desist, or to make such
additions as to comply with the law.
If notice is not complied with in
forty-eight hours the offender will
he charged with a misdemeanor and
be subject to a fine of not more than
$300 or imprisonment in the City Jail
for not more than three months, or
by fine and imprisonment, at discre! tion of the judge.”

e managers of the Home for
I Women met last Wednesday
16 present. After the business
other matters were disposed of.
dal hour was indulged in. fancy
s, cookies and Russian tea being
»d. Not only the inmates but
POWER
others present enjoyed the aftFtudehaker’s Dynamic New Erskine
on. as the former could enternglv tell of some of the ex peri- has more power per pound of weight
than any other car under $1000.
: in their Jong lives.

MILES B. DAVIS

The death of Miles B. Davis oc
curred at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Howard Hall on I’ark street,
March 25. Born in Warren, May 14.
1846 the deceased lived there the
greater part of his life. In 1886 he
married Margaretta Spear and moved
to South Warren on the site known
today as the State Farm. A few
years ago his health failed and in
the shelter of his daughter’s home he
found solace in the constant devo
tion of his granddaughter, Estelle
Hall. Mr. Davis possessed a rugged
and kindly character which won for
him many friends who will ever miss
him.

SPECIAL SALE!
I want everybody in Knox Coun
ty to use my Vinegar, so beginning
Monday, April 7, for one week only,
I will sell my Pure Apple Cider
Vinegar, full strength, here at the
store, 275 Main street, for 20 cents
per gallon. You can buy a little or
a large quantity. The delivered
price is 40 cents per gallon.
I will guarantee this vinegar to
keep pickles—and no better vin
egar is made in the United States.

I will test vinegar every day
during the week at 10 a. m. This
will be interesting to the public.
Anyone wishing vinegar tested
can have it done by bringing
samples.
I belong, buy my apples and
make my vinegar in Knox County
and should sell a large quantity
here. Three-quarters of the vin
egar used in this section is made
outside of the State and part in
Canada. Why not try my product
and help establish an industry in
this county?

I close up here the 15th for the
summer to go to my vinegar plant
and make next year’s supply. I
want to thank everybody for their
patronage. You will find me un
til April 15th at my store, 275
Main street.
JAMES H. SIMONTON
41-43

Famous for Its Quality

\

Knox Hospital Head Gets
Nice Letter From Ameri
can College of Surgeons

Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddle. who
•n oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of April
1930, there was

Officers were elected at the Little
field Memorial Sunday School Sun
day. An average attendance of 102
for the past year was reported, and
the good attendance of 150 for the
day was noted. These officers were
chosen: (Superintendent of senior
department. Frank Gregory: assist
ant superintendent, Earl Randall:
superintendent of junior department,
Miss iBerla Lord; assistant superin
tendent of junior department. Mrs.
Charles Atherton; superintendent of
beginners’ department, Mrs. L. G.
Perry; assistant superintendent < f
beginners’ department. Mrs. Ralph
Conant. As this was the 20th con
secutive year that Mr. Gregory had
been superintendent. Rev. L G. Perry
in behalf of the school presented him
with a beautiful Sheaffer fountain
pen and a large box of stationery.
Although taken entirely by surprise.
Mr. Gregory responded feelingly.

STRAND T1 It AJ KE

ON APPROVED LIST

The Courier-Gazette

Tentative plans have been an
nounced for the 1930 BPW convention
in Belfast May 12-13. For the many
club women who are expected to ar
rive on Sunday (May 11) a tea will he
given in the club lounge, to serve as
a get-acquainted-party. The con
vention will be held in American
Legion hall, in the same building
with the club rooms, and will open
Monday afternoon. May 12, with reg
istration. An informal luncheon will
be held at noon, with no speechmak
ing Monday night the formal ban
quet will take place in the First Bap
tist parish house, with the Women's
League catering. Tuesday morning
at 7.30 the emblem breakfast will be
held in one of the vestries, and Tues
day noon the president’s luncheon
will take place, this to be formal, with
speeches, reports, etc.
Mrs. Ida
Carleton Rollins, president of the Bel
fast BPW Club, is general chairman,
adn has appointed the following local
committees: Program, Mrs. Austin J.
Fernald. a past president of the Bel
fast club; housing. Miss Edna 1).
Crawford; registration,
Miss E.
Frances Abbott; decorating. Mrs.
Cecil Clay; banquet, Mrs. Donald S.
Clark.
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There appeared recently in this
paper a brief item to the effect that
Knox Hospital was on tii^ approved
list of the American College of ■Sur
geons. The following letter from
Franklin H. Martin, director gen
eral of the ci liege, to Miss Aainah
Royce, who was superintendent of
Knox Hospital at the time it was
written bears interestingly on this
point.
....
Every hospital superintendent is
vitally interested in the hospital
standardization movement as car
ried on by the American College of
Surgeons and now in its thirteenth
year if development. AVe are very
pleased to have your splendid insti
tution on the approved list.
The achievements of Hospital
Standardization arc apparent from a
glance at the list of approved hospi
tals enclosed herewith. I am sure it
must lie gratifying to you to realize
that your institution lias a share in
this great movement.
There are
now 1,969 hospitals conducted under
the policies of Hospital Standardiza
tion. While the increase in number
of hospitals meeting tlte require
ments lias not been rapid in recent
years, the progress has been sub
stantial in quality.
The College lias always main
tained a very definite stand in sup
port of scientific medicine. Every
hospital must strictly adhere to the
requirements as stated in Clause 2
of the Minimum Standard which
reads as follows:
“That membership upon the staff
be restricted to physicians and sur
geons wlio are la) full graduates of
medicine in good standing and legally
licensed to practice in their respective
slates and provinces, »h) competent
in their respective fields and (c)
worthy in character and in matters
of professional ethics; that in this
latter connection the practice of the
division of fees, under any guise
whatever, be .prohibited.’’
Anv institution which extends
privileges to irregular practitioners
of medlchine cannot repiain on the
approved list of the American Cfcl■lege of Surgeons. One of the largest
institutions on this continent does
not appear on the official list of hos
pitals approved by the American Col
lege of Surge ns owing to non-com
pliance with tile 'Minimum Require
ments for Hospitals.
The hoard of regents appreciate
your valuable cooperation and inter
est in this great work whieli means
much not only to tlie citizens and
d ( tors of your c mmunity, but to
the hospital administrator in pro
moting better institutional care of
the sick and injured.

TO BECOME MUSEDM

Modified Clipper St. Paul
YX ill Not Meet Fate of He?’
Sisters

V *
Radio was so good Saturday
night, that a single turning of the
dial at 10 o'clock revealed 35
stations. The identity of these
I did not attempt to learn because
it means such a long and tedious
process under the present ar
rangement.

I listened for some time to the
broadcast of a national cham
pionship basketball game be
tween Texas and Louisiana, in
Chicago. The Lone Star State
was leading by four points when
the broadcast was diccontinued.
I'll wager Charlie Wotton en
joyed it.
«••••• •••
E. B. Rideout has substituted a
motorists’ weather report for his
flying weather forecast, and now
goes on the air at 8 a. m.
.*-•••••The
Durant
heroes series
which has entertained many
listeners has been discontinued
until fall.
••• -•• •••
A striking feature of the Sat
urday night music programs was
furnished over WBZ by the
Berkshire County High School
Orchestra of 200 pieces.

♦♦♦

Will Rogers’ Sunday night
broadcast included a number of
wisecracks at the expense of tha
Five-Power Naval Corference in
London. “The United States has
never lost a war and never won
a conference.” said Will.

The great thriller “The Phantom
< f the Opera ” starring Lon Chaney,
with Mary l’hilbin and Norman
Kerry in the leading featured roles,
will he seen and heard at this theatre
Wednesday and . Thursday.
The
popular screen mystery has been fit
ted out with sound and dialogue, in
cluding the tens and dramatic scenes
between the principals, and the
elaborate ballets, songs and choruses
from the opera "Faust." With glori
ous nt u sic and singing, with its
spoken d atna, mystery and thrills,
all plus many charming scenes pre
sented in natural colors, the new
“Phantom ef tin* opera" is heralded
as remarkable entertainment.
Elaborate sets were built at Fnlversa! City for this picture, in hiding an exact reproduction of tlie in
terior of the great opera house audi! toriuni. as well as its grand staircase
and foyer. Also there are reproductions of the five underground cellars.
with their secret passage ways and
mysteries, where the “phant< m"
lurks and where much of the drama
and terror of the production is laid.
—adv.

PARK THEATRE
Dolores Costello will he seen in
“Second Choice." an absorbing story
I of the jazz age. Miss Costello is cast
i as Vallery Grove, a modern git ! whose
I mother objects to her liking for a
f poor young man, I>on Warren, who
i later jilts her for a rich girl The
j strange twist of affairs by which she.
i to hide her anger and mortification
i marries Owen Mallory, who has himI self been thrown over—the return of
the lover—the battle between the
rivals—the everlasting throb and
; crash of jazz—make up a drama of
I unique appeal. The rival youths arc

•

H SALADSII

TEA

j

“Fresh from the Gardens’’

I
|

In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags

j

played by those screen favorites.
i Chester Morris and Jack Mulhall.
| Others in the superb cast are Edna
Murphy, Charlotte Merriam, Ethlviie
Clair, Jimmy Clemmons. Edward
Martindel. Henry Stockbridge anti j
Anna Chance. The play is based on j
the Saturday Evening Post story by j
Elizabeth Alexander. Joseph Jackson did tlie adaptation and Howard (
Brotherton directed.
“Second Choice" is suffused with all i
the joy. conflict and suffering of1
youth. Story, cast and direction con- '
spire fo eieate a great evening's en
tertainment with the screen's most
beautiful star.—adv.

WITH THE OUTBOARD

The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
Edwin S. Watts of 5107 5th avenue.
X. E.. Seattle. Washington, for t o Interesting Chat For Those
following clipping from a s'.attic
Who Use That Sort of
newspaper of recent date:
“Regarded by shipping experts as
Motor
a perfect type of tlie modified dipper
which was developed in the 70s tlie
A real "sea horse for work" has i
three-masted ship St. Paul, instead been discovered at McGregor, Minn.. |
of being burned for scrap natal will in an outboard motor whieli has trav- I
become a marine museum, of which eled 25.000 miles in three years with j
the vessel itself will be the ni -t in only $6 spent for repairs.
• » * •
teresting part. This was announced
yesterday by C. Arthur Foss of the
Count von Luckner, famous (german ■
Foss Company.
sea raider, will start on a cruise of
“Tlie St. Paul, acoordmg to I' ss, the West Indies from New York on J
will be moored at the Bake Washing July 1. His life boats will be powered I
ton Canal Locks and after extt n- with sea horse outboard motors as a
sive overhaul and repairs to rig g; ng result of his belief that modern sea- !
will be thrown open to the public as men are Incapable of handling oars.
• • • •
a free museum. The ’tween d d;s
will be utilized for this purpose and
Sir Thomas Lipton. famous sports- |
the after quarters of the ship will be man, has offered a $25,000 trophy to
turned into a restaurant.
outboard racers. It is expected that
“Built in 1874. tlie St. Paul saw this will he a new incentive to break
many years of world-wide service, IL G. Ferguson’s sea horse record of
including tlie Australian-Xew V,ok 49.48 miles an hour, established last
wool trade and also tlie San Fran year.
• • • •
cisco-Liverpool grain movement, of
late years she was used as an Alask io
A Avaterplane, the driver of which is
fisheries vessel by the Northwest raised 10 feet in the air above his
ern fisheries and recently was si Id outboard motor attached to a float.
to the Pacific (’oast Company t he | is the invention of a California man. j
used as a barge. Tlicir plan nf
A speed of thirty miles an hour raises
changed and she was about to he the winged boat from the water.
♦ • » •
sold to the ship breakers when Loss
resolved thus to save one of the f» w
Fse of Johnson outboard motors in
remaining American sailing ships.'
propelling submarines during maneu
“It will be remembered." writes Mr. vers at their base has been rep< rted
Watts, “that this ship, the St. Paul, from Spain. These motors are also
was in command of Capt. Herbert employed in commercial use in the
Williams of Thomaston for 16 years rice fields of Spain.
After Capt. Williams' death in Ta
coma. a few years ago, his ashes were
taken by the captain of the St. Paul
Favorite Recipes
and strewn on the waters of the Pacific
Ocean. The ship was built in Batik
Chef
by Chapman. Flint.
“The ships Abner Coburn and Ori
as Told to Anne Baker
ental, built in Bath; and the ship
By LOUIS DIAT, Che*,
George Curtis, built in Waldobi.ro, |
The Ritz Carlton, New York
and owned by tlie Libby .McNeil & 1
Libby salmon packers, have been
Sweet potatoes on the menu
moored in Lake I'nion. Seattle, tor
often present a problem, as so
more than a year because this com- I few variations in their prepara
pany lias discontinued the use of sail- | tion are offered in the recipes at
ing ships and is using steamers. Re
the command
cently these ships were towed to a
of the house
beach on Puget Sound ar.d burned
wife. Here are
for the copper and iron in them.
two ways of
“I have seen all these vessels in
cooking them
their ‘palmy days.' and it seems s id
that Mr. Diat
to me that burning should he their
is particularly
fate. However 1 am much pleased that
proud of.
the ship St. Paul is to be ‘in port*
Sweet Po
near us and 1 hope to visit her occa
tatoes Louisi
sionally."
ana or Southe r n Style—4
portions — Boil
WITH THE BOWLERS
six medium
Louis
Diat
Klekapoo swamped Central M aine
sized sweet po
at Carr's last night. 141 pins being I
tatoes until
the margin of victory. It was aa livetender in a generous quantity of
string
match,
Capt
Dfinkwater salted water. Cool, peel and cut
emerging with high string (112) and
in round slices one-quarter inch
high total. Tlie summary:
thick. Arrange them in a shallow
Klekapoo—Snow 479, Barnes 447.
round earthenware or glass bak
I Bray 480. Falan 485, Drinkwater 514,
ing dish, overlapping each other
total 2405.
in circles. Brush with butter and
Central Maine—Baris 489. Maxey
pour over them one-half cupful of
| 446. Merrill 423. Elliott 467. Jacobs
hot maple syrup and brown for
I 466. total 2261.
fifteen minutes. Just before serv
Forty ■Cluli Xo. 3 finished 43 pins
ing, sprinkle with two tablespoons
to the merry in its match with 1. L. | of sugar. Glaze for one or two
Snow Co. a tCarr’s last night. Brault, I minutes under a hot broiler.
was high for the three strings but
Sweet Potatoes and Ananas
Scarlott's 122 gave him the posies
Louisiana — Prepare sweet po
for single. The summary:
tatoes in the same manner as
Forty Club Xo. 3—Palmer 262. Mil
Sweet Potatoes Louisfane. Ar
ler 250. Peterson 277. Scarlott 301,
range them in the baking dish
I'easlee 263, total 1353.
with half slices of pineapple. Add
1. L. Snow Co.—Snow 200. Willis maple syrup, heat and glaze with
266. Beaudoin 241, Aines 269. Itrault
sugar as above.
<
304, total 1340.

Metric thread spark plugs with
heavy electrodes, similar to the de
sign for racing car and aviation enBines, are used in tlie power plant of
the new Dodge Brothers Six.

tfROTPfeiWER
“Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

Holds Checked
By modem vaporizing
ointment—Just rub on

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

VLCks

DORMAN’S
440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
20-tf

OV£R 47 MU LION JAPS USED YEARLY

HOCKLANU DIVISION

LOW PRICES

The London broadcast Sunday
noon was so near perfection that
I marveled. Spanning the ocean
with the voice is no longer an ex
periment.
And next week the baseball
fans will be happy for they can
tune in on the big league games.
•••
If the movies are coming to the
radio, so is the radio going to the
movies. Negotiations are under
way between the National Broad
casting Co. and several large
motion picture producers to put
seme Well Known microphone
dialogue sketches under consid
eration are “The Silver Flute.”
“The Rise of the Goldbergs,” “The
Jameses,” “The Cub Reporter,”
“Harbor Lights” and “Cuckoo.”
It is also rumored that Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Burlin who were
“Cap’n Bailey and the Widder
Dyer” and are the present Buddy
and Blake have been signed up
for the “talkies.”

810

AND

HIGH QUALITY
EVERY DAY

Your DOLLAR Goes a Long Way

at NATION WIDE STORES
WEEK OF APRIL 7th TO APRIL lZth
One Half
Pound Tin

BAKER’S
COCOA
•JOHNSON’S

I

| YELLOW EYE BEANS |

19
EAGLE MILK
Per
Qt.

Flakes far Dishes

Three Crow Brand

2
TSImemd

II

iJ*

Oreaolss (or Clothes

6RIPSPREADER

Mustard

of a Famous

Corned Reel

Large
Size

19
3 Os.
Tina

ANGLO

Tin

Sweetened Condensed
Can

IS'

MUCILAGE

as*

JELL-O
3 X5

ALL
FLAVORS
c

Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour lj'
18'
GRAPE-NUTS
' J-IS'
POST’S CORN FLAKES
POST’S BRAN FLAKES
2-35'
WITH
Large
i MOTHER’S OATS
CHINA
Pkg. JO
15'
KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN
c
Nation-Wide Tea ESX'oX 35
Z?C
Per Package

E. Lb,
!i: Lb.

DIAMOND MATCHES ; WATER GLASS

h..... SL8
' Boxes

/

Quart

19'

TRADE AT NATION WIDE STORES. YOU KNOW THE OWNER

m

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Every -Other-Day
Edwin Robbins has sold his 90acre farm in Thomaston to 'William I
Anderson o-f Rockland.

THE TARIFF BILL

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 11—Bird Day In Maine.
Thomas H. (Marshall Post, G.A.R.,
April 12—Lirocrock Valley Pomona meets of Belfast has voted to disband,
with Pleasant Valley Grange. Rockland.
owing to thinning ranks. Memorial |
April 13—Palm Sunday.
April 13—Trial of Cruiser Northampton on hall reverts to the city.
llockland Course.
April 18—Easter supper, Rockport Baptist
Church.auspices of Trytohelp Club.
A rehearsal for “The Marionettes.”
April lti* 1? -Rockport's Big Minstrels.
April 18 (4 and 7.13 p. mJ —Educational a novelty entertainment soon to be
presented, will be held Tuesday night
Club meeting, Copper Kettle l’orch.
April 18—(Io<mI Friday.
at 7.30 at The Copper Kettle.
April 19—Patriot's Bay.
April 20—Easter.

at

North &
Nationals1
Bank <■

76 YEARS

i

Republican Party Can Go
Forward With Confidence
Says Washington Post

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

(Washington Post)
Seven Democrats helped'to pass the
tariff bill through, the Senate. Five
insurgent Republicans voted against
the bill No regular Republican voted
against it. ‘ Eight insurgents voted
for it.
Raymond O. Richards, a native of
April 21—Easter Monday ball, auspices of
Chapin Plans.
So the record stands.
It is a
Appleton and former Rockland resi
April 24—Annual spring concert of Rubin
Republican measure.
The Demo
dent, has been transferred as vie©
stein Club.
cratic party stands substantially op
consul from Seville, Spain to Madrid,
April 28—Partial eclipse of the sun.
May 2- May dance at Temple hall, auspices Spain.
posed to it, and the Insurgents dissi
I'niversalist Improvement Society.
pate thmselvcs by both favoring and
May 5—‘May hall of American Legion
opposing it.
The big red truck of Stonington I
Auxiliary at Temple hall.'
May 41—Knox County Superior Court con
The struggle in conference will now
Furniture Co. was a familiar sight
venes.
The years tell the true story of
our active years cf service, with
hegip. In the end the Senate will
May 6—Lincoln Baptist Association meets on the Clark Island road last week,
he beaten on the debenture rider.
at Littlefield (Memorial -Church.
this bank’s strength. Not only has
their memories of loyal friendships
in connection with the ‘nstallation of
May 15-17—State Federation of Music Clubs
Senator Borah breathes threatenings
furnishings at the big new boarding
meets in Bangor.
it
grown
in
its
own
strength,
but
it
formed,
and
of
helpful
cooperation
and slaughter—and then votes for
- ■ f.;. " .4
May 20-21—Spring Conference of Rotary house.
The newest trend in light and airy
'
--- <3'*1 * WW
the hill. He will go down to the grave
International In Waterville.
has never failed to use this strength
in developing home interests.
window trim calls for sheer tail
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District.
with the debenture, and rise in a*
A
live
wire
started
lots
of
excite

ored net window curtains in either
Lions International, at the Samoset.
for the benefit of its depositors and
glorious resurrection on some other
ment
on
Tillson
avenue
yesterday
June 24—St. John’s Day, with Claremont
the Filet or Shadow weaves. A
5 III
issue.
With
all
his
faults,
he
is
a
( ommandery as host.
j
1
42
the
good
of
this
community.
This
is
a
good
bank.
The
years
forenoon when it fell across Abram
heavier net such as Tuscan weave
July 7-Aug. 13—Summer School at Uni
Republican
just
before
the
flag
fails.
Cassman's junk heap and set fire to
or a well-covered Filet pattern
versity of Maine.
have proved it. Our depositors
Senator Norris, when he decides to
a
3
his automobile. The firemen were on
July 25-28—Racing regatta at Camden.
maintains the "airy" ef?
ew
.
* a ................ . ...
’’
betray
a
party,
does
not
believe
in
•!!BW
Our
officers
and
directors
have
have
proved
it.
We
believe
that
we
the scene promptly, hut the hose
n
a8 f;ir as sl<1e
half-way
measures.
He
voted
against
Weather This Week
didn’t squirt until they had* hauled the
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controlled
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All earnest workers are invited to 1 nesday April 9. at six o’clock. Menu:
master panel 5% feet by 8 feet., which
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attend and help.
has on its face 546 control levers, but
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-•S. — s'
tons and toggles. This console re
Entire household effects of Mrs. adv. •
and
motely controls an entire Robot sys
Cora E. Kittredge, 41 Masonic street.
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tem of machinery occupying a room
Now is the season for new wall
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•
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our stores
J 10 by 80 feet. The apparatus in this
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pointment Mrs. Charles Emery. Rock papers. Come i'll and see our new
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Safe, Constructive

Spring Time

Banking Service

Curtain Time

in Rockland, Maine

A MODERN TOUCH FOR
YOUR HOME
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™
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nt

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

in

HOME CRAFT WEEK

/;<'

APRIL 7 to 12

QUAKER CRAFT CURTAINS

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Etta Blackinton

EVERY SUPER-AUTOMATIC

FISHING TACKLE

This Week Takes
Double “ Credits”

KELVIN ATOR
has ISO-THERMIC tubes

the world’s fastest freezing automatic device

H. H. Crie & Co.

SIMON

HART

Crie Hardware Co

Central Maine Power Company

'^ery Other-Day
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APRIL IN MAINE

Passenger
Service

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Some days are cloudy, with little sun,
And a frequent dash of rain :
But the baseball star makes his home run
On the diamond once again.
The Leghorn rooster crows shrill and loud,
And the Red hens scratch and cackle;
And .llnimle heeds not an April cloud
When he starts with his fishing tackle.

THE BINGHAM DAM

Stockholders of the Central
Maine Given Interesting
Information

LLOYDS CASUALTY COMPANY
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DBC. 31, 1929
Mortgage Loans ............... ............... $215,800
Stocks and Bonds . ....................... 3.325.808
Cash in Office and Bank ............. 1.275.02"
Agents' Balances ............................ 756.468
Bills Receivable ..........................
4 616
Interest and Kents ..........................
25,355
All other Assets ..............................
4,342

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
Newark. New Jersey

00
00
80
32
78
14
40

The Central Maine Power Company 1 Gross Assets ............................ $5,608,018 53
has issued the following circular to j Deduct items not admitted............ 115,321 37
the stockholders:
Admitted ...............
$5,492,697 16
Throughout the first three months
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1920
of 1930 the work which has gone on
Unpaid Losses ......................... $344,397 00
at Bingham on the company’s new Net
Unearned Premiums ................... 1.228,059 02
135 foot dam across the Kennebec All other Liabilities ..................... 205.149 75
river has been of great interest. All ( ash Capital .................................... 2,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities........... 1,715,091 39
Tliis morning Lucy brought into the house.
winter a crew of from 1000 to 1200 ,
With tlie early dews all w. t,
A gray and sleek and plump young mouse— men have been at work and have , Total Liabilities and Surplus..... $5,492,697 16
_______________________________ 42-T- 48
1 pity Its family yet.
made very substantial progress.
Just now the sun is a-glimmer bright,
THE METROPOLITAN CASUALTY INSURPerhaps/
the
most
critical
part
of
j
And the breezes rove down the lane :
ANCE COMPANY
It is morning.—a long, long lime till night— the who’e construction and <he one
Of /New Ysrk
it is April down lu Maine.
about which the most uncertainties
ASSETS BIX'. 31, 1929
Bernard A. Pitman
existed was the placing of the core Real Estate .............................. .......... 529.726 23
Make that business trip to Boston in comfort
Appleton
wall in the earth section of the dam Mortgage Loans
2.120,375 00
9,653,658 00
—on the big steamer CAMDEN. You enjoy
On account of the character of the Stocks and Bonds ........
699,208 30
Cash In Office and Bunk
LINCOLNVILLE
soil, which was filled with boulders
2.246,419 81
’ Balances ...........
spacious and welt ventilated staterooms—dine
Mi&s Alcadla Hutchins of Montvllle and very coarse gravel, it was nec Agents
ltlls Receivable ...........
20,259 26
and Miss (Dora Wadsworth of Mt. essary to sink about 1000 feet of this Interest and Rents .......
91.920 28
leisurely and well and get a glorious night s
454,990
31
All
other
Assets
...........
Vernon arrived this week to resume core wall to rock by means of comtheir positions as teachers in the | pre-ssedi air caissons.
This work
Gross Assets ............................ $15.8(6,557 19
sleep.
Miller and Heal districts and are i started about a year ago and Deduct items not admitted ........... 871,173 53
boarding with Mrs. Ellie Dickey and I progressed steadily through the sum
Admitted ..........
$14,945,383 66
Mrs. Bell Russ at Miller’s Corner.
mer and fall Caisson No. 11 was left
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
The assessors are touring the town open during last year in order to pro
Net Unpaid Losses ........................$4,988,994 98
taking the valuation.
vide a passageway for trucks hauling Unearned Premiums ................... 4,309,682 0’
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
Miss Doris Miller Is contflned to earth from one side of the dam to All other Liabilities ....................... 1,021.518 85
('ash Capital .................................. 1,500,000 00
the house with measles. Dr. Cars the other.
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 3,125,187 82
well of Camden has been attending
for Boston. Connections at Boston with direct steamer to
her.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ...,$14,945,383 66
Work was begun on sinking this
COCHRAN. BAKER A CROSS
NEW YORK. Automobilese carried. Steamer Westport
Horace Carter Is in Boston and
■Rockland, Maine
caisson about the middle of December
Xew York on a busine^vs trip.
leaves Rockland 5.00 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday for
42-T-48
Mrs. Bnuna Miller Is in Belmont a^id it proved to be the most difficult
MILL OWNFRS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
Bar Harbor and intermediate landings, and sails 7.30 A. M.
caring for her sister. Mrs. Ada Mor one In the lot. The bed rock was
^COMPANY OF IOWA
deeper at this place than anywhere
ton. who is ill.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday for Brooklin and intermedi*
Dm Moines, Iowa
else under the wall by 23 or 30 fee;
ASSETS DEC 31. 1929
ate landings.
and
when
the
concrete
was
finally
A Happy Surprise
•
Real Estate ......................~............. $485 806 03
sealed onto the rock, about March Mortgage Loans .............................. 569.658 61
Among the most pleasant social
loth, it extended 135 feet below the Stocks and Bonds ........................ 1,352.240 00
j events of last week was a surprise
Year Round Freight Service
level of the water in the river. The Cash In Office and Bank ............. 114 .559 22
reception tendered Mr. and Mrs.
Agents' Balances ............
238.651 53
block of concrete which formed a Interest and Rents ........ .
109,368 26
Melvin
Diekey
on
the
evening
of
For Reservations, apply Wharf Office
section of the core wall about 40 feet All other Assets ...............
13,488 96
March 20, at the home of the groom,
long and which was cast on top of
when a party of 26 friends motored
Gross Assets ................................ $2,883,772 61
each caisson and gradually lowered Deduct items not admitted .........
17,288 11
, there, consisting of Hon. and Mrs. J.
Into place as the caisson went down,
1 S. Mullen. Mrs. A. L. Young, Mr and
Admitted
.....
.
.....................
„
.......
$2,866,484
50
Mrs. R. S Knight. Mrs. J. E. Scruton. stuck when it got to a point about 30
LIABILITIES DBC. 31. 1929
feet above the rock.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Scruton. Miss
Unpaid Losses .... ••.....................$95,936 22
Ordinarily the caisson is sunk by Net
Unearned Premiums ..................... 1 285 899 72
Etta Merrithew, Mrs. Parker Young
) and daughter. Mrs. Norma Hollo pacing a block of concrete on top All other Liabilities ..................... 174.213 91
Surplus over all Liabilities ........... 1.310*434 65
way. Mrs. (trace McKinney. Mr. and if it, digging the earth out from un
derneath
and
letting
the
whole
mass
Total Liabilities and (Surplus...... $2,866 484 50
; Mrs. J. C. Pottle. Mr. and Mrs. Mar42-T-48
! tin Athearns. Mr. and Mrs. Everett settle down until the concrete is __________________
level
with
the
top
of
the
ground,
then
MONARCH ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
i Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morton,
SprlngfioN, Mata.
i Mrs. Annie Eermond. Fred Dickey, casting another block and repeating
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Mrs. L. S. Russ, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. the process. When this No. Il got
Miller. Mrs. Carrie Hall. Five tables down to a little over MO feet the Real Estate ............................. ........ $109,493 28
Stocks and Bonds, market value 1.174,118 00
were filled at cards and the games friction of the earth on the concrete Cash in Office and Bank ............. 173,751 63
I 500 and Michigan were enjoyed. The became, so great that It would not Agents’ Balances
382 05
| assembled party was laden with de- sink any further and it became nec Bills Receivable, Prem. Course
of Col...........................................................
n
essary
to
finish
the
work
by
build

4
036
41
5
4
b
Z
3
, licious heme made candies, also four
Interest and Rents ................. ......
16,600 42
50,000 00
j freezers of ice cream and crackers. ing down from the edges of the con All other Assets ............»............ ....
I O SSS II
Seated at the attractive table were crete as the earth was removed.
8
Gross Assets .............................. $1,543,381 79
w
the bride and groom with honor Working 24 hours a day with several Deduct Items not admitted ................. 66.379 17
shifts
ot
men.
it
was
possible
to
gain
is
guests Hon. and Mrs. J. S. Mullen,
15
12 14
IX
Admitted ...................................... $1,477,002 62
[ Mrs Louise Young, Mrs. Tamson a maximum depth of on’y about six
,
LIABILITIES 'DEC. 31, 1929
Scruton. Mrs. Myra Y'oung and Mrs. inches a day.
w
17
Net Unpaid (Losses ....................... $295,000 00
Carrie Hall. A huge wedding cake
w
Unearned Premiums ...............
555.108 74
As the work went lower and lower All other Liabilities .................
made and presented by Mrs. R. S.
44.316 00
20
23
21
W 22
I8
I9
the air pressure had to be steadily Gash Capital ................................
306.000 00
Knight,
daintily
iced
in
white
with
w
W
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
282.577
88
pink and green settings and adorned increased and the time which the
ib
24
25 w
with miniature bride and groom was men could work under this high Total Liabilities and Surplus ......$1,477,002 62
a very pleasing feature. In behalf of pressure was steadily cut down. No
n
29 20
2-8
17
the happy gathering Hon. J. S. Mul one knew at exactly what depth the
NATIONAL CASUALTY COMPANY
len presented a handsome serving rock would be found. It was neces
Detroit. Michiflan
32
3I
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
tray of Pyrex with nickel trimmings sary for this ssection of the wall to
to which both host and hostess get down to rock and be sealed before Mortgage Loans .............................. $169,965 00
w
si 34
heartily responded.
Mr. and Mrs. the first of April in order that the Stocks and Bonds ......................... 1,996.489 co
37
3b
35
Gash in Office and Bank ............... 258,706 8'
Dickey extend thanks to all who con work of building up the earth dam at Auents’ Balances .........................
3.<t24 «M
that
point
might
be
started
promptly
’
tributed.
especially
to
l|rs.
R.
S.
Prem. in Course of Collection....... 317,043 83
SSSN
40
V)
41
Interest and Rents .....................
31.316 80
Knight, Mrs. Hazel Pottle and Mrs. and finished before freezing weather All
other Assets .............................. 118,853 98
W
Annie Miller who prompted the next fall. It therefore gave everyone
\\\\
44 45
4b
43
42
event.
responsible for the work a feeling of
Gross Assets ................................$2,895,993 52
61,716 53
• • • •
great relief when on March 12, word Deduct items not admitted ...........
I 48
50
47
49
came down from Bingham that No.
Mrs. Sadie Ross
Admitted ..........
$2,834,276 99
Friends of Mrs. Sadie RosN, 46, 11 caisson was cletfned off and the
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1929
5I 52
54
53
$326,473 46
were puined to hear of her death concrete was sealed on to it and that Net (Unpaid Losses .........
Unearned
................... 761,174 25
which occurred April 2, after a lin most difficult and dangerous portion AU other Premiums
Liabilities
...................
257.967 95
5b
55
gering illness from a complication of of the work was finally completed.
Cash Capital .....................
750,090 00
About April 1st an intensive pro Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 738,661 33
diseases. Mrs. Ross was a highly
respected person, a loving and help gram of placing earth in the eastern Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $2,834,276 99
58
57
ful companion and mother and her part of the dam will begin and con ___________ _ _________ ____________ 42-T-48
loss will be keenly felt—not only in tinue night and day until that portion NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE
the home but in the community. She of the dam is finished, which is ex
COMPANY
V20TICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
was an honored and active member pected to be about Dec. 1, 1930.
.
• • • •
22-.. itl.sLt blemish
48-Frail
1-Classes
Mortgage
Loans
........... .............
i of Beach Chapter, O_BS., being a
............ $957,950 00
3-A remainder
Collateral
Loans
...........
:
............
4-To reverberate
In
1929
a
section
of
the
new
S-iate
51-One who gambles
.
..........
3,743
56
past matron, a member of Tranand Bonds .......................
arsenal pronoun
8-Over (ccntr.)
............ 1,326,185 60
highway above the dam on the east Stocks
53-Withdrew from
i
quility
Grange,
and
very
helpful
in
Cash
in
Oflk
e
and
Bank
.......
...........
88.193
36
3-A mi slcal note
11- A corded fabric
union
all church and social affairs as long side of the river was completed. Agents’ Balances ........................
............
48.131 65
2
spiritsus liquor
12- S. State of U. S.
..."
This section was four and a half Interest and Rents ................
...........
26.037 06
as her health would permit.
55-W. Indian negro
13-Or.s
cf
the
months
AH other Assets .........................
15-S. State of U. S.
...........
337.147 83
miles
long.
About
eleven
miles
more
Funeral services were held in
sorcery
*
17- A model of excel
Gross Assets . ........................ . $2,787,389 06
Camden at the chapel and* were remains to be built during this year.
156-Eagle
.S-Fcrtalning to the
lence
100,337 10
largely attended by relatives and The contract for this was awarded Deduct items not admitted........
' 57-To clothe
ea. til’s poles
18- A dance
the
first
of
the
year
and
work
has
friends. Much sympathy Is expressed
Admitted ........................
U.G87,ft.*,l 96
33-A country of N.
20--Year (abbr.)
58-At sea
been
going
on
for
some
time.
This
for the bereaved family, especially
LIABILITIES BET. 31 1929
Africa
21- Pronoun
the husband, also the father, Charles highway is a part of the through Net Unpaid Losses
VERTICAL
"7-A musical note
.. $33-9.163 83
22- Equality of value
Drinkwater, who has made his home route to Quebec. It is located high Unearned Premiums .................. - 1,324.591 27
25-Ta stew slowly
24-Alone in its class
upon the hill, for the most part, sev All other Liabilities ................
247,666 82
with
them.
She
leaves
two
children,
7-A long upholstered
2£-To apportion
r.siont Greek
Cash Capital ................................
400,000 00
Mrs. Ivan Havener of Rockland and eral hundred feet above the river. Surplus over all Liabilities .... .. 355,630 04
is and in Aegean
seat
27-Weird
When
the
dam
Is
filled
with
water,
son
Burton
Eermond
—
besides
a
2- A fish
29-M ohara medan
Cea
sister and three brothers. The beau creating a lake all the way from a
3-Wrath
3- A native of Troy
prince
42-T-4H
tiful floral offerings bore testimony quarter of a mile to a mile and a half
C-A necktie
75-A diminutive suffix
31- A play upon words
BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
wide
andfifteen
miles
long,
the
view
of
the
esteem
in
which
the
deceased
32- Friday (abbr.)
6- To confine
./—On tiptoe with ex
Ttranto, Canada
was held. Interment was made in from this new highway will add to'
citement
33- Moist
7- A precious stone
Ne» Yark OIRoa I It William SC. Naw Yark City
the pleasure of travel over the Quebec Storks
the family lot in Camden.
S-To pass through the
36-Ancicnt Phenician
9-To tear
and Bonds ......................... 47
route. This lake, by the W’ay. will Cash In Office and Bank ............... 396.231 81
air on wings
city
70-To interdict
hold 3bout eight and a half billion Agents' Balances ......................... 207*369 96
9-Ccmbining form—
13-A period of time
38-Employs
INCREASE CAPITAL STOCK
Interest and Rents ...................
11.964 93
cubic feet of water. The w ater cover All
"outside"
40-Unbtcached
1-1-To adorn
other Assets .........................
102 00
ing a considerable area, will be from
42- A knight’s title
13-Act.ve
30-Girl’s name
The Central Maine Power Com 130 to 135 feet deep. It is believed
Gross
Assets
...............................
$3,922,453
17
!B2-An Arabian gar
43- Prefix—form of “in 13- Dcctlny
pany is authorized by the Public that the lake fishing will be a* good Deduct Hems not admitted..........
217 27
ment
44- Negative
'"-Ostentatious
Utilities Commission to increase its as any in Maine.
46-Article
2 Olim
34- Ccfore
Admitted ......................................$3,922,235 .90
capital stock from $25,000,000 to
The territory’ served by you? com
LIABILFITCR DEC. 31. 1929
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
$30,000,000, iby the issue of 50,000 pany has appecred to suffer ra’r.er
(Unpaid Losses ....................... $296,891 00
shares of preferred stock of the par less from the slack business condi Net
Unearned Premiums ..................... 1,700.732 16
value of $100 each.
The present tions which exist all over the coun All other Liabilities .......
129,405 00
capitalization is 250j000 shares of try, than most other regions. The Cash Capital .................................. 206.000 00
i p/]y^?'<0PEB,*E*CUHS,0NS
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
.........
1.595,207
74
preferred and 50,000 shares of com construction work which has been
mon stock, all of the par value of going on at Bingham and Bucksport Total Liabilities and .Surplus v.... $3.922 235 90
$100 each.
42-T-4H
has kept a large number of men busy,
CITY OF NEW YORK INSURANCE COMPANY
some of our manufactories have been
ASSETS DEC 31 1929
The non-skid tread design of the running at full capacity and a few of Mortgage Ixians .....................
___ $36,560 06
SHOPPING IN ALGIERS
tires used on all four wheel* of the them are running overtime. Through Stock? and Bonds .................. ..... 6.175.520 00
new Dodge Brothers Six is a import out the winter the kilowatt hours Cash In Office and (Bank .... .... 1.212,792 85
’ Balances .................... .....
421,607 44
It is .always a happy morning ant factor in promoting safe driving. which the company- generated hive Agents
Bills Receivable ......................
The
tire
size
is
5.00x19.
substantially
exceeded
those
of
the
Interest
and Rents ..................
when 1 can look out of my porthole
37*366 00
corresixmding period; last year. A AH other Assets ....................
and see the radiant hues of the city
U. S. Branch
good deal of building is in prospect
Gross
Assets
u
..............
THE
HALIFAX
FIRE
INSURANCE
COMPANY
.....
$7,948,892
39
cf Algiers rising in terraced majesty
for the coming season. It looks as Deduct Items not admitted....
23,460 64
Halifax, Nova Scotia
from the bluest of Mediterranean
though
the
summer
business
would
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
Admitted .............................. .... 47,923.431 75
harbors. The two friends I had with
be exceptionally good and* I believe
me had never been in North Africa Stocks and Bonds ..................... ....$1,751,913 00 that Maine will have a prosperous
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1929
Cash in Office and Bank ..........
550
831
08
Net Unpaid Losses ................ ..... $473,752 00
170 013 i;o year.
SAFETY GLASS THROUGHOUT before, had never been in a mosque Agents' Balances .....................
Unearned
Premiums ............. .... 2.882,179 00
and had never had the questionable
From August 1929 until the middle AU other 'Liabilities ............. ..... 730,776 60
importance
of
being
an
attraction
to
Cash
Capital
...........................
A new feature on Studebaker's
Gross Assets ....................
...•$2,482 055 58 of February 1930 we experienced one Surplus over all Liabilities .. ..... 1,000.000-00
scores of tatterdemalion Arab beg
....... 2.838,724 15
President! State and Commander Re
of the worst droughts that we ever
gars. They soon grew weary of the
Admitted ....... ................
.. .42 482
58
gal models is the use of Duplate
had but in spite of the large amount Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... 47,925.431 75
mosque, which, of course, they had to
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
42-T-4X
nbn-shatterable safety glass through
paid for the generation of power from
enter with slippers, and were glad to Net Unpaid Losses ....................... 478 *>-»9 no
THE FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
out. Safety against the danger from
Unearned
fl’remiums .............. .... 586 698 00 steam, our earnings held up well.
be in the fresh air again It was a
Philadelphia,
Pa.
All other Liabilities .................
flying glass is thus assured.
547 86
I>oor little mosque, anyway. Then, Cash Capital, Deposits ............. .... 296
ASSETS DEC 31 1929
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
350.060 00
of course, they had to see some of the Surplus over ail Liabilities ... .... 1,170,587 72 can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette will Real Estate .............................
$167 120 5?
the home news, at Hotallng’s News Agency Stocks and 'Bonds ................. ...... 20.176*630 00
public buildings, and look up in their
Total Liabilities and Surplus ...42,482,055 58 30W West 40th Mtraat
('ash
in
‘
Office
and
Bank
....
......
967.636 42
guide books all the references to Ali
Agents' Balances ................... ...... 1 118 835 99
42-T-48
Ben Hassein the last Dey of Algiers,
Interest
and
Kents
...............
PUBLIC
FIRE
INSURANCE
COMPANY
......
198.798 00
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
and then my friend’s wife caught
Newark, New Jersey
New York. N. Y.
Gross
Assets
.......................
....
$22,629
020 93
sight of a long, narrow row of shops
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1939
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
When bad breath, or a coated and all the instincts which had been
Admitted ............................. .... $22,629,020 93
Stocks
and
Bonds
..........................
$4,896,970
13
tongue, biliousness or headaches warn inhibited since leaving Fifth Avenue,
Cash in Office and Bank ........... 16,826.295 76 Cash In Office and Bank ........... 2,560,852 74
LIABILITIES -DEC. 31, 1929
of constipation, don't take violent
New York, reasserted themselves. Agents' Balances ..................... 11,242,437 30 Agents’ Balances ......................... 1,177,086 11 Net 'Unpaid Losses ................. ...... $1,087,494 00
Bills Receivable ..............................
1,394 3;
purgatives. There’s no use when a
Bills Receivable ........................
20
932
53
Premiums ............. ...... 5,698,813 00
35 046 8' Unearned
candy C'ascaret will stop the trouble We had to follow No one could blame Interest and Rents .................... .... 731’l 18 00 Interest and Rents ..... ..................
AH other Liabilities ............. ...... 2,327,468 73
8,8-20 11 Cash
918*009 94 AU other Assets ..............................
Capital ........................... ...... 2,500.000 00
in a jiffy; will cleanse your system I her. Here, for almost nothing, were All other Assets ........................
marvelous copper water jars that
Surplus over all Liabilities .......11.015.245 20
pleasantly, and completely.
Gross Assets ............................... $8,6
Gross Assets .................
.$130,054,509 53
343.391 81
1,140,429 46 Deduct items not admitted ..
The relief you get so promptly ! looked centuries old, baskets of Deduct items not admitted «....
Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$22,629,020 93
from Casearets is lasting. Casearets weaves never seen elsewhere, rugs,
42-T-48
Admitted ...................................... $8,336,778
Admitted ................................ .4128 914 080 07
things
to
smoke,
and
things
to
eat,
are made from cascara, a substance
WHEN IN BOMTON —KememDer that yoi
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
things
to
wear,
and
things
just
to
ad

which medical authorities agree ocrun buy copies of Tlie Courier Gazette wltl
Net I'll tin id Iaiisses ........................ 16 762 474 III) Net Unpaid Losses ........................ $689,230
ihe home news, at the Old Huutb Newa Aitenc)
tu-nlly strengthens the botrel muscles. mire and hold as curios. Truly you Unearned Premiums ................ . 41,393,575 00 Unearned Premiums .................... 4,419,029
WRshtngton St nevt Old South Church
should
bring
an
empty
trunk
with
So Casearets are a blessing to old
All other Liabilities ..... -......
8,432.398 25 AU other Liabilities .................... 221,198
folks with weakened bowels: to chil you to Algiers if you wish to feel that Cash Capital ............................ . 24,000,000 00 Cash Capital .................................... 1,000,006
dren; to anyone in need of establish • you have done justice to its bazaars Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 48.325.632 82 Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 2,00«,320 i9
ing regular bowel habits. Tea cents . and to yourself for having been priv Total Liabilities and Surplus $128,914,080 07 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $8 336,778 52
ileged to see such a place.
36-T-42
42 T-48
« box—all drub’ stores.

to BOSTON
Now in Effect

Steamer Sails 8 P. M.

EASTERN
steamship lines

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

r

1

Don ’t Go to Extremes
To End Constipation

( The bare, brown fields, slope gently down
To the winding river’s shore,
I Where the pussywillow in satin gown
Nods to lier friends once more.
And at the longest, ’twill not be long,
Ere tlie frogs begin to croak ;
And wo know their familiar sunset song
Is not because they're “dead broke.”

BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY
87 Kilby Street. Roston. Massachusetts

ASSETS DMC. 31, 1929
Real Estate ...................................... $822,849
73,3<IO
9'» Mortgage Lo ns ............................
28 Stocks and Bonds ........................ 23,159.624
(
ash
in
Office
amt
Bank
.............
27
41 Agents’ Balances ............................ 1,077,7.0
86.166
66 Bills Receivable ............................ Interest and Rents ........................
AU other Assets ............................ 162,186
8<
Gross Assets .............................. $26,363,898 15
80,977 01
Gross Assets ....................... $2,269,336,098 63 Deduct Items not admitted ...........
Deduct items not admitted.......
2,567,461 91
Admitted ............................. ..... $26,282,921 14
LIABILITIES .DEC. 31, 1929
Admitted ................................ $2,266,768,636.72
Net Unpaid Losses . ......................$1,798,077 53
LIABILITIES 'DEC'. 31, 1929
Unearned
Premiums .................... 6,326,86 2 38
Net Unpaid Losses ................... $18,361,886 58
Unearned Premiums .................
6,606,153 93 AU other Liabilities ...................... 1,049,544 72
Cash
Capital
.................................... 3,000.000 «M>
All other Liabilities ..................2,174.243.261 56
Cash Capital ................................
2.000.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities ..... 14,108,436 51 I
Surplus over all Liabilities..... 65,557,334 65
Total Liabilities and -Surplus ....$26,282 921 14 '
42-T-48
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,266,768,636 72
42 T 48 THE GIRARD FIRE A MARINE INSURANCE

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Real Estate .................................. $33,349,708
Mortgage Loans ........................ 1,064,746,783
Collateral Loans ....................... 151.043.246
Stocks and Bonds ..........
923,624.568
Cash In Office and Bank ......... 11,219.438
2.655
Agents' Balances ...
Interest and Rents ................... 33.344,985
All other Assets
51,904,711

64
23
05
42
50

14

6$
42
15
00
57

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $7,796,771 14
ARTHUR L ORNE. Agt
Rockland
(Knox Co.
42-T-48

ASSETS DEC. 31, 0929
Real Estate .................................. ... $247,000
Muitgage Ioans .......................... ... 2,041.767
9.500
Collateral Loans ........................
Stocks and Bonds ................... ...10,142.905
447.285
Agents' Balances ........................ ... 817,997
2,334
Bills Receivable .........................
90,815
Interest and Rents ...................
AU other Assets ........................
31,172

Gross Assets .......................... $13,830,778 03
48,679 93
Deduct Items not admitted .......
....
Admitted .................................. $13,782.0.8 10
LIABILITIES DEC 31 , 1929
Net Unpaid Losses .................. ... $769,381 00
Unearned Premiums .................. ... 5,395,534 96
Ail other Liabilities ............... ... 370,438 :th
(’ash Capital ................................ ... 2,000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities ..... ... 5.306.743

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

’
|

||

Admitted .......................................$2,485,247 74
LIABILITIES DffiC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $111,366 00
Unearned Premiums ...................... 754.298 80
AU other Liabilities ...................... 334.382 52

00
12
30
00
62

Guh ^'.ti»ltal ...........................................

‘.-"I.in..........

Surplus over all Liabilities .......

785.200 42

Total Liabilities and (Surplus...414,694,8&4 04
42-T-48
42-T-48

Total Liabilities and Surplus .... 42,485.247 74

THE TRAVELERS IDEMNITY COMPANY
Hartford. Connecticut

OLO COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY

ANNOUNCING

1

37

04

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

00 t
00 t
00 !
28

Gross Assets ................... ............ $2,488,398 07
Deduct items not admitted .........
3,150 33

We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. ReFerences: Any poul
try raiser.

)
1

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. .$13.782.0:»8 10
42 T -IS |

ASSETS DEC 31, 1929
00 Real Estate ...................... .............. $13,000
C2 .Mortgage Loans ....... ...................... 449.605
81 (Stocks and Bonds .......................... 1,565.589
17 Cash In Office and Bank............... 240,468
96 Agents' Balances ................................. 195, 1J
23,8-91
08 Interest and Rents ........................

87 Kilby Street. Boston, Massachusetts

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
Loans ..............................
$8,000 00
00 Mortgage
Stocks
and
Bonds ...................
8,727.664 (Mt
66
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
...............
215,340
80 Agents' Balances ............................ 341,955 18
10
94 Bills Receivable ............................
12,996 67
48 Intereat and Rents ..........................
50,065
43
03 AH other Assets ............................
29,204 42
Gross Assets .............................. $24,587,140 91
Gross
Assets
................................
>9,385,225
8o '
Deduct Items not admitted............ 2,539,690 23 Deduct items not admitted...........
12,878 39 !
Admitted ................
$22,047,450 68
Admitted i................ ................... $$9,3712,147 41 1
LIABILITIES DW. 31, W29
LLABfLITLILS DEC. 31. 1929
Net Unpaid Losses . .......................$1,857,549 00
Unearned Premiums ................... 8.000,952 88 Net Unpaid Losses ................ ......... $417,431 46 ;
Unearned
(Premiums ...................... 1/948.002 58 1
AU other Liabilities ..................... 3.293,008 83
Cash Capital .................................... 3,000.000 00 All other Liabilities .................... 236,480 27 .
Cash
Capital
..................................... 1.000,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities ___ 5,895,939 97
Surplus over all Liabilities.......... 5.770 433 lo
Total Liabilities and Surplus ...422.047,450 68
4*2 T-43 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $9,372,347
____________________________________ 42 T
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY
FEDERAL INSURANCE C0MPANY~
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31, .1929
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
Collateral Ioans
..................... $100 004)
Stocks
and
Bunds, market value 13,168,615
$16,238,507
59
Real Estate ................................
Mortgage Louns ..................... 122.701.871 66 Cash in Office and Bank ............. 1,246,771
Stocks and Bonds ................... 341,416,148 00 Agents' Balances ......................... 875,264
...............
8.847
Cash in Office and Bank .......
17,431,984 24 Bills Receivable
98 818
Agents* Balances .—.............
110,994 26 Interest and Kents ..........................
6,518 52 All other Assets .....................
Bills Receivable ........................
16.221 78 {
7.020.426 61
Interest and Kents .................
Gross Assets ......
$15,514,539 ID
AU other Assets ........................ 102.943.871 71
Deduct Items not admitted .........
66,199 29
Gross Assets ........................... $607,870,322 59
Deduct items not admitted .....
578,092 22
Admitted ........................
$15,448,339 90
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Admitted .................................. $607,292,230 37
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $1,612,197 Ob |
LIABILITIES J)EC. 31, 1929
Unearned (Premium^ ................... 2.874,780 84 '
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
$10,402,690 25 AU other Liabilities ..................... 1,990,107 62 |
Unearned Premiums ................. 20,111,697 42 Cash Capital .................................... 2,000,000 CO I
AU other Liabilities ................. 530.194,200 87 Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 6.971.2-54 44
Cash Capital ................................ 20.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 26,583,641 83 Total 'Liabilities and Surplus ....$15,448.339 901
________ ________________ ___________ 42-T-48 J
Total Liabilities and Surplus $607,292,230 37
FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
42-T-48
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Mortgage Loans ............................. $320,500
Stocks and Bonds ......................... 20,436,851
ash In Office and Bank ........
1,241.103
Agents* Balances ..............
112
Interest and Rents .........................
98,239
AH other Assets . ..........
2,490,333

NEW QUARTERS
We are now comfortably located
in our fine new quarters, formerly
the Rockland Produce Co. build
ing, Tillson Avenue, opposite the
John Bird Co. block. We have
three large floors full of high
quality Used Furniture for home
and office, a complete line at very
low prices. Some Specials—

ICO Beds, $1.00 and up
250 Chairs, 75c and up
These are Remarkable Values,
bought at very good advantage
and sold to you at these Low
Prices.
42-T-48
COME IN—SEE THE BARGAINS
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS
DESIRED

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
HILL N. DANE, Prop.
Tillson Ave.
Opp. Bird Block
Telephone 427-R
32S-Ttf

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Price
No lot too large; none too small

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Reiter
112-tf

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

VICTORY {INSURANCE COMPANY OF
PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
ABSETB DEC. 31. 1929
R--al Estate .....................
$31,840 50
Mortgage Loans ................
414,880 00
Stocks and Bonds ............
1,690,688 06
Cash in -Office and Bank .
276,582 08
Agents’ (Balances ........... .
270,229 30
Interest and Rents ..... . ....
21,715 75
AH other Assets ................
23,699 76
Gross Assets ............................... $2,729,635 45
Deduct Items uot admitted ...........
68,059 71
Admitted
...... ...... ......... 2,661.$75
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $115,424
Unearned Premiums ................... 995,124
AU other Liabilities . .................. 136,155
Cash Capital ........... ...... ................ 1,000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 414,871

Send Postal for

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swaa’i IsDnd at 5.30 A.
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7 25, Vtnalh„ven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9 30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.36 P. M.,
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3 30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swam Island
about 6.06 P. M.
132-tf

00 i
50 1
00
50
05 j
74
33 '
04 ’
87 ,

Gross Assets ............................. $14,834,878 64
Deduct Items not admitted........... 140,014 60
Admitted ........... .................. .....$14,694,864
LIABILITIES IDEC. 31. 1029
Net Unpaid Losses .......................... 820,920
Unearned Premiums ................... 8,283,817
AH other Liabilities .................. 1,154,936
Cash Capital .................................. 2.000.000
Surplus over all (Liabilities ..... 2,435.190

SW3LE ROOM burth Mi b«> -X»»®
OOUBLt " " " H-Jpo-Ijoo

VINALHAVEN 4. ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

THE CAROLINA INSURANCE COMPANY
Wilmington, N. C-

THE TRAVELERS FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
Mortgage Loans ............................. $250,000
Stocks and Bonds ..........................12.076,816
Cash In Office and Bank ........... 1,279,931
Agents’ -Balances ........................... 1,103,775
Interest and Rents .........
123,118
Ay other Assets ...........................
1,236

SINGLE ROOMS <2» ~>23O
DOUBLE •’
♦jAjJO-JlOO

WJOWSCNQUtNH — PRESIDENT

CAMDEN FIRE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
Camden, N. J.

....$7,854,503 93
57,822 79

Admitted ............................ . ....... $7,796,771
LlABlblTlliS DEC. 31. 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $641.692
Unearned Premiums ..................... 4.616,612
All other Liabilities ................... 347.580
Statutory Deposit ......................... 400,006
Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 1.790,886

"5 —
VTnuchjMdky^omen j
Prattling uithouttscori. /

4---------- '

^ascrrptuje ff)00tteP

Philadelphia. Pa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1929
$153,100 00
Mortgage Loans ......................
Real Estate ........
$1,370,528 06 Stocks and Bonda .................
4.818.529 29
Mortgage Loans ..................................
125000 ('ash in Office and Bank .......
377.862 46
Cn'ij»*eral ixans ................................
6*50no Agents' Balances ....................
651.934 02
Stocks and Bonds ........................16.386.266 81 Bills (Receivable ....................
3.910 85
( ash in office and Bank................ 1,864,595 91 Interest and 'Rents ................
57,689 41
Agents' Balances ............................. 3,941.938 03 AU other Assets ..................
276,106 34
11,901 87
Bills Receivable ..............................
Interest and Rents .........................
128,021 47
Cross Assets ................................ $6,339,132 3f
All other Assets ........................... 300,073 24 Deduct Items not admitted .........
86.391 48
----------a—
Gross Assets .............................. $24,010,825 39
Admitted ..............................
$6,252,740 89
Deduct items not admitted ...........
75,633 42
LIABILIT1FB DEC. 31. 1929
Admitted .................................... $23,935,191 97 Net Unpaid Loeses ........................ $267,045 8»
Unearned Premiums .................... 3.055,569 03
LlABkLfnES DEC. 31. 1929
AU other Liabilities ................
79.042 47
Net Unpaid Losses .........
$10,021,897 0‘? Cash Capital .................................... l.ooo onu no
Unearned Premiums ..................... 8,096,190 69 Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 1.851,083 50
All other Liabilities ....................... 1,499.098 85
Cash Capital .................................... 2.500,000 00 Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... 80.252.7 1" M
Surplus over all Liabilities.......... 1,818.005 34
E. 1C. (MORAN CO., Die.
Rockland, Me.
Total Liabilities and Surplue.... $23,935,191 97
42 T 48
42-T-48

Gross Assets .....................
Deduct items not admitted .

ST.JAMES
. IO9-I3WI5T45«5TREIT
TIMES SQUARE.

COMPANY

STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
Detroit. Michiflan

U. S. Branch
S4JN INSURANCE OFFICE. Ltd.
AwSSETS OBC. 41. 1029
Stocks and Bonds ......................... $6,252,898
Cash In Office and Bank ............... 510.224
Agents' Balances ........................... 936,634
Interest and Rents .......................
69,873
A1I other Assets ............................
84,963

MOTEL

74
48
31
68
00
27

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $2,661,575 74
( 42-T-48

ASSETS DEC 31, (1929
Real Estate ..........................
.. $137,380 14
.Mortgage Loans ....................
-. 4.168.017 81
Collateral Loans ..................
... 550.000 00
(Stocks and Bonds ................
. 22,516,598 50
(.'ash In Office and Bank ....
.. 1,614.687 19
Agents’ Balances ..................
... 1,968,269 26
Interest and Rents ................
271 632
AH other Assets k.................
238,0’
Cross Assets ....................
Deduct items not admitted

....$31,464,636 86
..... 1.941,644 95

Admitted ..............
$29,522,991
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses .......................4l,'i8».181
I nearned Premiums ....................11,315.135
All other Liabilities ................... ’9'«oo4'<
Cash Capital .................................. 5,500,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 10,176,. 26

91
38
00
47
00
(hi

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1

AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Total (Liabilities and Surplus ....$29,522,991 91
4 2-T-48
FIREMEN’S INSURANCE COMPANY

Newark. IN. J.
WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS -DEC. 31, 1929
Toronto, Canada
Real Estate .... . ............................ 43.668.606 84
2,401.1........
New York Office, 110 William St.. Now York Mortgage Loans ...................
Stocks and Bonds ................ .... 71,388,181 11
City

Chiropody

Cash in Office and Bank.....
Agents’ Balances ................
Bills Receivable ..................
Interest and Rents ..............
AU other Assets ...................

.... 1 •’•«

Gross Assets ......................
Deduct Items -not admitted

..$80,632,646 51
.... 19.820.775 85

and 23. Please make appointment

Admitted ...................... ............. $60,811,870 60
LIABILITIES* DEC. 31, 1929
Admitted ................................ $5,932,613 70
Net Unpaid Losses .......................42,096.844 43
LIABILITIES <DEC. 31, 1929
Unearned Premiums »......................11.834.580 63
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $516,711 00 All other Liabilities . ................... 563,800 53
Unearned (Premiums
.... 2.523,458 40 Cash Capital .................................... 18,777.000 00
A1I other Liabilities................. ... 220,286 23 Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 27,539,645 05
Cash Capital ............................ .... 400,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities . ... 2,272,158 07 Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$60,811,870 66
K. V. -MORAN COMPANY, Inc.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $5,932,613 70
Rockland, Me.
42-T-48

previous to the above date. Call-

ASSETS iDEC. 31, 1929
Stocks and Bonds ......................... $4,797,948
Cash in Office and Bank ............... 699,529
Agents’ Balances ........................... 401,791
Interest and Rents .......................
47,352
A11 other Assets ..............
3,904
Gross Assets .....................
Deduct items not admitted .

11
62
27
08
77

..$5,950,525 85
17,912 15

WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO.
New Yerk
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1929
. 347,910
Stocks and Bonds ..................
5,363,858
Cash In (Office and Bank............. 1.011.473
Agents’ Balances ...................... 1,077,308
Bills Receivable ..........................
36,869
Interest and Kents ....................
95,568
AU other Assets ........................
28.526

00
33
52
01
00
30
23

«•"

... 1,277,926 46
....
....

203.686 08
438.238 64

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1929
•Mortgage Loans
.. $348,725 00
Stocks and Bonds .............
.. 1.942,643 03
Cash In Office and Bank ....
.. 336,312 19
Agents’ Balances ............
.. 300,293 50
Interest and Rents ...........
21,164 29
AU other Assets .................
4,197 01

Gross Assets ................................ $2,953,335 02
Deduct Items not admitted............. 139,725 10

Admitted ................................. 417.907,550
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ....................... $1,066,834
Unearned Premiums ................... 8,098,968
AU other Liabilities ................... 546,241
lash Capital .................................... 2,000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities ....... 6,195,505

Admitted ............
$2,813,609
LIABILITIEH -DEC. 31, 1929
Net Unpaid Losses ......................... 115,988
Unearned Premiums ..................... 1,072,946
AU other Liabilities ....................... 206,806
Cash Capital .................................... 1,000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities ......... 417,868

81
64
72
00
18

Total Liabilities and Surplus ....$17,907,550 35

I2-T-48

MAINE,

92

APRIL

2

The Green Gables, Tel 201
EVA L. HOLMES
40-tf
42-T-48

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
35 Limerock St.
PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 5
Osteopathic

Gross Assets ........................... $17,961,513 39
Deduct items not admitted ...........
53,963 04
35

will be at the GREEN GABLE!
•CAMDEN,

Rockland

Physician

By Appointment—Tai. 13S

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGI

Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

48
88
08
00
48

Telephones 1295; Residence 28!

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..... $2,813,609 92

can buy cuplea o: The Cuurler-Gazelh
tlie home nena. at the Old South News A

WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember thi

42-T-48 Washlniitoa HL, next Old South Churot
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Every-Other-Day

“A WONDERFUL |j SAUNTER1NGS
HELPJO ME”

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I have been having a skirmish with
our arch enemy. Gen. La Grippe, and
Read What Mrs. Arnold Says as today was “brite an’ fare’’ with
wind about west, ther. 44 deg. decided
About Lydia E. Pinkham** to go put and, have a battle with “Old
Man March.”
Vegetable Compound
Leaving the chateau at 10.30 a. m.
on foot I started immediately to
Dothan, Ala.—“What a wonderful walk. My “Nature’s Program” reads
help Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable thusly: “It will make your pleasure
Compound has in the outdoor pageant far greater if
been to me. I was you know, before you start out upon
so nervous and j your ramble, just about what you
rundown 1 could may expect to see.”
I expected to see a “Skunk Cab
n’t be up half the
time. When 1 had bage.’’ Did J? I did not. That fel
taken one bottle ler is as elusive as a “Bongo.”
of Vegetable Com “Okapi,” ‘ Panda” or “Takin,” and
pound I could tell when I do capture one 'I’ll bring him
1 felt better, so I home pronto. I saw a sign reading.
took seven bottles "Spruce, Red and White Pine Planted
and I recommend Here.” I know a spruce when I meet
it highly. Ithelped ' one, also a pine; these were anywhere
my nerves and 1 from £ in. to 18 in. in height and
keeps me strong to do my housework while an expert woodman could tell
and wait on four little children. 1 hope at a glance which was which, as I am
some other suffering woman will try it.” not an E. W. I couldn’t. I pulled
—Mrs. Porter L. Arnold, 1013 S. St. needles off both; one has three
Andrews St., Dothan, Alabama.
needles, the other five needles in the
bunch. Now tell me, which is which?
I also found a grove marked
WALDOBORO
“Scotch Pine” having two needles,
Mrs. Lucy Nesbit has returned from
only larger and heavier on a bunch.
Warren where she spent the winter.
As a timber-cruiser I am a success
Miss Jessie Keene is spending a
ful failure. Now folks, do not con
week’s vacation from Gorham Nor
fuse a t. c. with the 8000 and 10,000
mal School at her home on Marble
cruisers you read about in the doings
avenue. She motored from Gorham
.of the “Naval Parley” in London. A
accompanied by Miss Evelyn Waltz.
timber-cruiser is a man who walks,
Miss Faye Keene who has been at
saunters, or cruises—as you will—
home for a week returned Saturday
through the forest, and estimates the
to New York.
number of feet of standing timber in
Thirteen members of the Mending
a given area of square acres, or
Club were entertained Friday evening
square miles. Ain’t ’at sumpin’?
at the home of Mrs Eugene Taylor,
1 doubt very much if a person could
Depot street, a dainty collation was
become a successful timber-cruiser
served.
Miss Irma Waltz returned from by taking a correspondence course in
Skowhegan with Mr. and Mrs. forestry. I opine he would have to
live in the forest and get acquaint
Charles Ko we on Friday.
The Star Sewing Club met with ed with it. I once read a 57-page
Mrs. S. II. Weston last Wednesday letter by a New Hampshire timberaftern >cn. The next meeting will cruiser in the White Mountain region,
which was one <f the finest letters
be held with Mrs* W. II. Crowell.
Mrs. Porter Soule entertained the I ever had the pleasure of reading.
Arrived home 3.30 p. m., elapsed
Susannah Wesley Society Monday
Food consumed,
evening. The next meeting of the time five hours.
society will b held April 14 at tip- one 5-cent square of Hershey’s Milk
Chocolate, and two drinks of ice cold
home of Mrs. Richard Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Lilly of Hal spring water. Felt better on arriving
lowell were guests of Charles II. Lilly than I did at starting. Left part of
Sunday. They were accompanied by j my head cold somewhere enroute.
Boze,
Alton Creamer and Herman Castner
Member No. 2 N. C. C.
who also visited relatives in town.
Somerville, Mass., March 13.
Among those who were in Rock
land Saturday were, Mr. and Mrs.
C. B. Stahl. Mr. and Mrs. II. II. Kuhn,
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Earl Benner, Mrs. Fred C. Flint,
There will he a card party In the
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig, Mrs..Alva Achorrt,
Mrs. J. B. Welt, Mrs. I. S. Bailey, Pythian hall Wednesday night given
Miss Gladys Bailey and Mrs. Richard By the "Sisterhood with tables for
whist, 83 and 500. There will he a
Perry.
charge of 25 cents for the players,
Orel E. Ludwig was hurried tb •
spectators free. Refreshments will
Knox Hospital Friday where he sub- 1 be on sale.
mitted to an operation for append!'- ,
Last Tuesday night the Knights of
citis.
| I
Pythias observed ladies’ night at
Mrs. Willis H. Crowell was hostess their hall. The committee deserve
at the meeting of the We Play ’Em much praise for their well planned
Club on Friday evening. Refresh program. Old songs .were sung with
ments were served at the close of I Miss Faustie Duncan at the piano:
pay.
Leon Stone and Mrs. Zenas Burgess
gave readings; solos were sung by
PRESIDENT BREAKS
Miss Dorothy Stone, Parker Stone.
INDIAN RECORD Zenas Burgess, and a duet by Miss
Dorothy and Parker Stone; Floyd
According to a cable just received, Duncan, Foster Snow and Chester
a stock Studebaker President Eight Dyer, members of the orchestra, as
roadster, driven by A. L. Nageldinger sisted by Miss Duncan, added much
of Madras, India, traveled from to the musical program. And when
Madras to Outacamund, a distance of Zenas Burgess tuned up his old fiddle,
402 miles, the last 50 over winding it was Inevitable that a dance must
mountain roads, in 9 hours, 10 min follow. Games were also planned (or
utes. nearly 3 hours better than the those who did not dance. Refresh
previous record.
ments were servetJ.

MEN wanted to join onr School of
Tree Surgery. Good pay while learning.
We have openings right now for young
men ambitious to learn a splendid, un
crowded profession with a real future,
good pay aud unlimited opportunity. If
you are between 18 and 30 years old,
single, strong and willing to work, we
want you in our new classes in Tree
Surgery. Write for full information.
Within a week after you start, we pay
you good wages. All instruction, books
and tools are free. You earn while get
ting your schooling. This is permanent,
year-round work, under the direction of
the F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert
Co., the fastest growing organ
isation of its kind today. Write
for booklet, “The Bartlett Way
to Success.” Enroll today.

THE BARTLETT SCHOOL
0/ TREE SURGERY
Under direction of the F. A. Bartlett
Tree Expert Co.

Box

1929 Chevrolet Sedan
1929 P/2 Ton Chevrolet
Truck
1928 P/2 Ton Chevrolet
Truck
1928 Chevrolet Sedan

'

I

N

Stamford, Conn.

1928 Crevrolet Coupe

1926 Chevrolet Coach
1925 Star Sedan
1923 Reo Sedan
1924 Hudson Speedster

1926 Model T Ford Truck with Warford Gear, Al
Condition
Second Hand Model T Ford Truck Parts
2 Yeung Horses
20 Cows
Registered Holstein Bull 11 months old

Ludwig Motor Sales Co.
Tel. 16-6

•

Waldoboro, Maine
37-43

AN UNFAIR ATTACK

Democrats Fail To Give
Hoover Proper Credit,
Says Republican Leader

STYLE—A LA MODE

General Satisfaction
MILLBRIDGE PHARMACY
Millbridge, Maine

Priest Drug Co.,
Bangor. Maine
Gentlemen; —
In answer to your letter will say
that I have handled your powder for
several years and that It is a won
derful preparation.
I serve it on the fountain and it
never fails to relieve an attack of
indigestion.
I have one special customer that
has had stomach trouble for years
and your preparation is the only
thing that he has found that will
relieve him, so after seeing what it
ha- done to him I recommend it for
all stomach disurbances.
Sincerely,
Mi 1 bridge Pharmacy,

[For Tlie Courier-Gazette]
Cousin Hue has come to town
To stay a month or more.
And visit with her relatives
Of which I here are a score.
She brought the latest styles
From the city of New York,
Ami tells us we must wear the same.
Or be a country pawk.

A charge that Democratic leaders
had concealed facts in discussing
She says dresses must be longer,
For evening, trail the floor,
publicly the first year of P.esldent
Ami what they lack upon the back
,
Makes the train that we adore.
Hoover's administration was made
Fourteen Inches Is the length
by Representative Tilson of Connecti
From floor to bottom hem 1
That we’re allowed to make a skirt
cut. the Republ can leader.
For wear each day J*. IM.
In a statement issued through the
Shoes she says have higher heels
Republican national committee. TilTo make us taller look—
Hers looked very much like stilts
son said that "in the welter of dis
When at them a peek 1 took.
"High waistline Is back,’' she says,
cussion in which some of our Demo
You’ll need to catch your breath
cratic friends have been Indulging
And draw your belt In and up.
Regardless of your health.
there has been such a continuous con
cealment of the facts as to make Lt
Bobbed hair now Is quite passe.
The latest style Is Jong :
appear that there has been a studied
And while Its growing out again,
A.
L.
Foster
A la good ami strong,
* flforl at misrepresentation."
You must wear a transformation
Tilson made the statement public
,
Or
some such other rig
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion,
shortly after leaving the White
That folks, in good plain English, call
Sour
or
Sick
Stomach,
Car
Sickness,
By the common name of “wig."
House Sunday where he has been
convalescing since last Tuesday, fol Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
Oh. Cousin Sue. she’s set the pace,
af
the
Stomach.
lowing a severe attack of the grippe.
With followers not a few :
Dressmakers, they are busy now.
"So that the situation may be clari- t All druggists, 50c. $1.00 and $1.50.
'<
hitting, fitting, lengthening, too.
The
$1.50
size
holds
five
(5)
times
as
fled," the Republican leader said,
-Mary’s hemline Is uneven,
"and the record kept straight, I list much as the 50c size.
Julia’s done her hair down low.
Mother’s hid her gray bobbed hair
here some of Die high lights of the
’Neath a wig of black hair’s glow.
legislative proposals recommended by
UNION
President Hoover and passed by the
congress.”
- ...... .... VIIJ UI .irn IUIK,
There was a large congregation at
vapie to town and set the style
The list consisted of six items: the Methodist Church Sunday morn
To save us from the shock
The $160 000,000 tax reduction pro ing. The communion service, and
-Of knowing how old fashioned
We should to others look.
gram: the $500,000,000 farm relief sermon preceding it. were very im
Without an object lesson
legislation; the $230,000,000 public pressive. The church school is climb
From a (New York Fashion Book.
buildings program; the $300,000,000 ing slowly toward its goal—an at
... ,, a
Clara S. Overlock
" anhington
good roads legislation; the act setting tendance of 100.
up a permanent federal radio commis
The Ladies’ Aid is to hold an allsion and the reapportionment meas day session at the vestry Friday.
ROCKPORT
ure
Also a food sale at the Moody store
John Millay entered Knox Hospital
“Most of these measures have their Saturday, April 12.
Thursday for treament.
direct reflection upon business con
Mrs. I^eon Purkis of Buckfield
Dr. C. W. Steward is spending a
ditions. and more especially tax re visited Mrs. Helen Robbins at Mrs.
few days in Waterville and vicinity.
duction and the buildings and roads Thurston’s last week.
bills.” he said.
Albert Rhodes has been elected
Mrs. R. A. Wallace is in Belmont,
These last two measures represent Mass., where she expects to remain treasurer of the Democratic County
the governments own part of the until the last of May.
Commttee.
very comprehensive program which
Repairs on the interior of the
The Five and Ten Cent Store which
President Hoover so promptly and Methodist Church are to begin this David E. Crockett has conducted in
energetically set about after the week.
town for the past two years as a
stock market crash last rail as a
The next meeting of the Farm .Bu biench of his Carnden store has been
means of restoring confidence and reau will be held April 10. The sub discontinued. Mr. Crockett intends
alleviating unemployment in the ject is “Eggs.”
to enlarge the Camden store in the
countiy.”
The girls of the Wide Awake 4-H near future.
....
, Club will meet Wednesday at 2.30 at
Grand Army Day was observed at
The building program would not the High (School.
the Methodist Church Sunday. The
The boys of 'Seven Tree 4-H Club church was tastefully decorated with
only i>ermit the government to pro
ceed with housing itself throughout will meet at Grange hall dining room flags and flowers and a sermon ap
the country, Tilson said, but would Wednesday at 7 p. m. Miss Spearin propriate to the occasion was deliv
“furnish
employment
to
many plans to attend this meeting.
ered by the pastor. Rev. F. F. Fowle.
Mrs. Lina Burkett and Mrs. Ariel Janies Ixine, the only remaining Civil
thousands of skilled workers, and
along with the construction program Leonard were hostesses at a bridge War veteran in town, was in attend
of public utilities and other private party Saturday evening at the Bur ance.
enterprise will continue to augment kett home.
Extensive improvements are being
the improvement already noticeable
Mrs. Ella iCoggan is able to be out made on the residence of Hans
in the employment situation'"
again having recovered from- her re Heistad, Amesbury Hill, and the ex
terior is being repainted.
After eight years of delay, Tilson cent illness.
s id. the Farm Relief bill was passed
The children of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Mrs. C. W. Steward and daughter
' last June along the lines recommend ence 'Williams who have been con Alice, and Mrs. Alvin Bowden were
fined to the house with measles are dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
ed by President Hoover. He added:
Fred Priest, Simonton.
"The
legislation
has
already recovering.
■Seven Tree Grange is invited to
brought help and courage to agricul
Miss Doris Sylvester, who for the
ture. An illustration of the effective attend the meeting of Pioneer Grange present Is making her home in Rockassistance of the Farm Board is able Tuesday evening when State Master land, spent Sunday with her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry.
to render agriculture was shown by Crawford will be present.
Mrs. Ethel Creighton gave a sup
the prompt action of the board In the
The residence of Zadoc Knight is
recent embryo wheat panic, which, If per and bridge party at her home being made attractive with a fresh
left alone, might have precipitated a Thursday evening. There were three coat of paint.
Lee's Surrender will be observd by
major disturbance in commodity tables at play, first honors failing to
Inez Cameron and consolation to the members of the Fred A. Norwood.
prices generally.”
W.R.C., on the evening of April 11
The public roads bill would permit Margaret Gleason.
At the regular meeting of Orient With a good old fashioned campfire.
the states to extend road- construc
tion with greater federal aid. he said, Chapter, O.EjS., Friday evening the Hard tack, doughnuts and coffee will
and would be a move toward relieving candidates were Mrs. Emma Jones be on the menu, following a fine pro
gram. Judging from the past cele
unemployment. The radio and re and Mrs. Alice Jones.
Mrs.
Bessie
.Stephenson
and brations of this event a rousing good
apportionment measures were held
up as outstanding accomplishments daughter Jeanette spent last week in time is in store. Each member is
privileged to invite a guest and a
and Tilson cited the creation of the Portland.
The Happy Dozen met at- the home cordial jnvitation is extended all excommission to study the policy to
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes Sat service men.
ward Haiti as another
Charles Ingraham attended Pomona
Within a brief period, Tilson added, urday evening.
Miss Helen Grinnell is working at Grange Saturday at Warren.
the Haitian commission hud com
Mrs. Lettie Dean of Hope Is spend
pleted its study and President Hoover the Jones Sanitarium for a few
weeks.
ing a few weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
had proclaimed a new policy.
Miss Helen Amsden who has been Zadoc Knight.
“Under this policy," the leader
The Child Health clinic will be
said, "there will be a gradual with visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
drawal of the marines from Haiti Cummings has returned to her home held at the Town hall Thursday after
noon at 2.30. Ail interested in child
with United States intervention in in Brooks.
welfare are invited to attend.
Haitian affairs limited indefinitely
Alton Bartlett is moving into the
to those activities for which provision
MONHEGAN
Mattle Russell house on Central
is made for American assistance by
treaty or by specific agreement be
Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Brackett street.
The entertainment, “The Strike of
tween the two governments, and a and daughter Natalie are spending
complete withdrawal at the end of the school vacation In New Harbor the Ladies Aid,” presented Friday
night by the Baraca Class of the
the treaty made in 1915, which ex and Friendship.
pires in 1936."
Mrs. Dwight Stanley and sons are Rockland Methodist Church at the
visiting Mrs. Stanley’s parents in Rockport Methodist Church, under
the auspices of the Ladies' Aid. was
FOR RURAL CARRIER Friendship Village.
Laurise Nicholson was called to greatly enjoyed. Each part was ex
Newport, R. I., Thursday on account ceptionally well taken and tlie audi
Applications For Position At of the serious illness of his father at ence was highly entertained tfrom
start to finish.
Island.
Washington Will Close Block
“A poverty concert” will be held
Ralph Cleveland returned home
Tuesday after spending several days Wednesday evening at the Methodist
April 25
Church by the Ladies' Aid. A good
in Thomaston.
Mrs. Charles Dyer is in Portland for time for all.
The United States Civil Service
• • • •
Commission has announced an exami several days.
Almost a Centenarian
The
Standard
Oil
moat
called
here
nation to 'fill the position of rural
Rome of the townspeople ma>‘ not
carrier at Washington. The exami Wednesday with gasoline for L. E.
know that living in our midst is a
nation will be held at Waldoboro. Brackett.
Myron Neal of Friendship returned woman who In age is nearing the
Receipt of applications will close on
here Monday after passing the week century mark. This remarkable per
April 25.
sonage, Mrs. Mercy Ann Ames
The date of examination will be end with his family.
Mr pnd Mks. Archie Browne of Towle, celebrated her 96lh birthday
stated on admission cards mailed to
applicants after the close of receipt Rockland have opened their cottage anniversary recently, at the home of
her daughter. Mrs. F. A. Peterson.
of applications, and will be about an Lighthouse Hill road for the sea
Mrs. Towle was born at Appletor..
ten days after that date. The salary son.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Brackett are March 30, 1834, daughter of Doyle and
of a rural carrier on a standard daily
Lydia Waterman Ames, the youngest
wagon route of 24 miles is $1,800 per visiting Mrs. Brackett's people in
and now the only remaining child of
annum, with an additional $30 per New Harbor for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw are a family of seven. Oet 2, 1856. she
mile per annum for each mile or
was married to John M. Towle at
major fraction thereof in excess of 24 in Rockland for a few weeks with
Appleton where they continued to
their
daughters,
Mrs.
Ralph
Herrick,
miles. Certain allowances are also
live until 1871 when they moved to
made for the maintenance of equip and Mrs. Francis Richurdson.
Mrs. Myra Orne and sons Ray and Rockland. Only one child was born
ment. The examination will be open
of this union, Adellat now the wife
only to citizens who are actually William came home with L. C. Nich
of Capt. F. A. Pterson, and with whom
domiciled in the territory of the post olson Tuesday after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Towle has made her home for
offlce where the vacancy exists and Mrs. Irvin Stanley of Rockland.
Mrs. Elva Nicholson spent a few many years. From them she has re
who meet the other requirements set
ceived every rare and attention that
forth in Form 1977. Both men and days in Portland the past week.
Mr.
Miss Rita Davis has returned to her loving hands could bestow.
women, if qualified, may enter this
Towle died 27 years ago.
examination, but appointing officers studies in Boothbay Harbor, after a
In her younger days Mrs. Towle dehave the legal right to spefcify the sex week with her father Linwood Davis. lighted in fine and fancy needlework
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Speed are
desired Jn requesting certification of
expected home Saturday after hav and everything was done in an ex
eligibles. Form 1977 and application
ing passed the winter in Massachu ceptionally neat and painstaking
blanks can be 'obtained from the va
manner. Only recently has she made
cancy office mentioned above or from setts.
the United States Civil Service Com
mission at Washington, D. C.
Applications must he on file with
the Commission at Washington, D. C.,
prior to ’the close of business on the
date speified above. At the examina
tion, applicants must furnish un
From days of birth to the chopping block
mounted photographs of themselves
taken within two years.'
Hear
Incubators, Brooders, Feeders,

Everything for the Chicks!

MASSASOIT ELECTS

At the annual meeting of the
Massasoit
Engine
Company
in
Damariscotta these officers were
elected: Clerk. Harrison B. Puffer;
foreman, Joseph A. Lewis; first as
sistant foreman, Harold M. Hunter;
second assistant foreman, Otto I,.
Cowan: foreman of hose, Ralph B.
Hall; foreman of suction hose, Arthur
Bryant; foreman of ladder truck,
George Pitts; steward, Joseph A.
Lewis; trustees, G. H. Melville, F.
W. Hitchcock, Norris A. Waltz, treas
urer, Fred Harrington. The company
was organized in 1876.

V J

Hovers, Mash, Etc.

Kendall

14 Page, in catalog devoted to poultry suppliei

Whitney

IT’S TIME TO BUY SEEDS!
REMEMBER K. & W. Seeds are quality seeds—
known for their good deeds nearly three-quar
ters of a century. Our stock includes VEGE
TABLE-FLOWER-GARDEN
and
FIELD
SEEDS. Get our catalog now. Write, if you
cannot conveniently call.

fARM, MIRY

and

Page Five

Ruralists
on
WCSH
Monday
7.30 P. M.

Kendall & Whitney
PORTLAND

that world leadership has given Maytag-inspired and made possible
Ike

AYTAG genius is ex
emplified as never be
fore in this NEW Washer. It
represents the achievement of
the world's most skilled, scien
tific washer craftsmen, in
spired and guided by previous
Maytag accomplishments.

M

MAYT
A

$ 4,5 0 0,0 0 0

PRODUCT

Now, for the first time, you
have a washer equipped with
a NEW one-piece, cast-alum
inum tub... a NEW roller
water remover with enclosed
positive-action, automatic
drain...a NEW quiet, life
time, oil-packed drive, with
handy NEW auto-type shift
lever.

These and many other
NEW outstanding advanta
ges produce the greater effi
ciency of this, the latest
Maytag triumph.
f°r a Dial home washE tlLHlC jng j,
doesn't sell
itself, don’t keep it. Divided pay
ments you’ll never miss.

THE MAYTAG COMPANY,
Newton, lowu
Founded 1893

Permanent Philadelphia Factory
Branch. Maytaq Building — 851-3-North
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
8M

fnuminiim Washer

TUNE IN Maytag Radio Programs. NBC
Coast to Coast Network. WJZ and 14 As
sociated Stations.

t4S.Tn

Monday Eve.. 9:00

7;00M.T. fcOOV.T.

For

homes without electric
ity the f.laytatt is available
with tn-built gasoline motor.

S. W. HASTINGS
PHONE 24-11

CAMDEN, MAINE

patchwork quilts anti hooked rugs. !
SOUTH THOMASTON
FRIENDSHIP
She is well presrved In health, deaf
Mrs. Charles Peterson has arrived I Miss Irene ^lorton returned Sunness being her greatest hardship; home from South Weymouth where
happy when surrounded by relatives, she has been the guest of her daugh ' day to Kent’s Hill Seminary.
Miss Wilnvi Cushman returned to
of which, besides the daughter, there ter since Christmas, and friends are
are four grandchildren, 17 great glad to find that she is fully recov- , Matinicus Sunday after spending the
grandchildren and five great-great ered from her recent serious illness. ' spr-ne vacation with Ivr parents, Mr.
and /Mrs. William Cushman.
grandchildren. Her birthday brought I
her many remembrances, cards, mes- j Mrs. Harry Wiggin and daughter’
Miss Evelyn Gojdey of PorMand
Miriam
of
Hartford;
Conn.,
arrived
•
sages of love and good wishes from
spent the weekend with her parents,
here
Thursday
for
the
summer.
friends and relatives and a beauti
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Brown.
Miss Celia Crowley was the guest
fully decorated birthday cake from
Clifton Thompson and Albert Colone of her great-grandchildren, Mrs. of her grandmother, MJrs. Charles la more of Portland .spenlt (Sunday
Gladys Kaler Lane, who has thus re Crowley in Ash Point for several here.
membered her on the occasion annu days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stanley and
ally for more than 20 years.
'Charles Watts has bought a new sons arc visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Chevrolet Six special. It was one Charles Murphy.
of the cars on exhibition in the Auto
WEST ROCKPORT
Word was received in town Friday
Show in Rockland last week.
(Harold Jones is at home and able
Chester Harrington and family who of the death of Mrs. Alice Seavey of
to get about on crutches although his have been living in Warren since Cushing. Mrs. Si avey leavesi two
leg is still in a cast
sisters, Mrs. Nellie Sylvester and Mrs.
Thanksgiving have returned and are
Miss Bernice Jones is visiting rela now occupying the A. F. Sleeper Lena Cushman, both of Friendship.
tives in iWorcester.
Miss Edna Simmons returned Sat
house.
Bert Andrews has bought the
Edward Hopkins who has been in urday to Boothbay Harbor.
Harry H. Hanscom store and took Massachusetts for several weeks for
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hahn and Mr.
charge the first of the month. Re medical treatment lias returned home. and Mrs. Ered Colson of Rockland
pairs are being made on the build
Mrs. F. J. Baum entertained the visited Dr. and Mrs. W. II. Hahn
ing.
“Get-to-Getherers” at their last meet Sunday.
Walter Wheeler who recently ing March 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of Rock
bought of U. E. Leach the Howard
Stanley Cushing of Thomaston who land visited Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
house near the engine hall has been has leased the Sellers house is to Sterling Sunday.
making mapy improvements on the carry on his undertaking business
Reginald Denny in “One Ilysiterical
property. Tie has also erected a new from this town. Mr. Cushing is very
Night’ will be the feature picture
chicken house.
highly recommended along that line. at the Playhouse April-12.
School opened March 31 for the
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and
spring term with the same teacher, son George of New York city were
( apt. James Burns returned home
Miss Carrie Drinkwater of Camden calling on friends here 'Friday. They Thursday from a short trip to Port
land.
who has so Capably served in that are in Rockland on business.
capacity the past two terms. Ruth
lion. Randall J. Condon left here
The village .schools began Monday,
Hughey and Calvin IHughey are each with an increase In enrollment. Wednesday on a two months’ trip
registered as new pupils.
Town meetng which took place which will take him to New York,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt and March 31 was well attended. The Washington, Chicago and as far West
family who have been wintering at
following officers were elected’: 1st as Oklahoma. He will give several
West Palm Beach, will leave ifjor
selectman, Sidney O. Hurd was lectures in connection with other
home about the middle of the month.
unanimously elected; 2nd, Judson duties which fall to him as head of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maxey of
United (States Department of Edu
Glencove and Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Putnam; 3d. Eric llarjula; three year cation.
Merrill of Rockland were visitors member of school hoard, Mrs. Harvey
( apt. Almon M. Wallace and Ernest
Crowley; Mrs. Crowley has served
Sunday at Henry Keller’s.
Burns returned home Thursday on
Mrs. Cora Calder of Camden visit in that capacity for the past eight the Aspinet, after spending severaf
ed her uncle Orville (Brown recently. years; treasurer and collector, Louis days In Portland.
Mrs. M. A. Fogler and grandson B. Fogg; clerk, B. II. Harrington;
Hoot Gibson in “Courtin’ Wildcats”
Lewis Clark of Camden were in town auditor, John Ingram. The matter of will be the feature picture at the
what to do about the bridge was Playhouse this Saturday.
Saturday.
fully discussed and finally it was
.Mrs. Man ia Davis of Rockland has
voted to have a committee appointed been substituting for Mrs. Donald
MICKlE SAYS—
to make an investigation as to casts Knapp several days this week in tho
of various ways of repairing or re primary room of the village school.
constructing, and as to the amount Mrs. Knapp has been confined to
f
EWERV EDITOR HAS TO
to be raised by private subscription her home with a severe cold.
REFUSE PUBLICATION TO
etc., to report at a special town meet
DISGRUWUED INDIVIDUALS
ing The usual dinner was served STUDEBAKER TEAM WINS
WHO WAMT TO "0AWL OUT"
in the Grange hall with Mrs. Helen
DUTCH HONORS
SOMEBOOy IUTWE PAPER’
Raekliff as chairman and $1« was
A team of three St u debakers won
WHY THEY EXPECT US TO BE
taken.
the distinction of being the only
INTERESTED IU THEIR FIGHTS
automobile team to complete without
IS A MYSTERV-AMYHOUJ,
Truck covers, storm proof, made penalty the 750-mile road run of the
WERE MOT TAKING PART
promptly to measure. Price right. 192!) Eleven Province Capitals Re
IM MO'etOlHES LIME
Rockland Awning Co. Tel. 1262-W.
liability Trial in Holland.
&ATTLES

LET OS
,

/li. -

&

y_

Old and young can take
this family laxative;
free trial bottle!

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES - SEEPS

fCOt RAL and TtMMX STS.,

The vast resources and facilities — - - -

MAUVE.

The next time you or the children need a laxative,
try this famous doctor's prescription which aids
the bowels without doing any harm. Dr.' Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, containing pure senna and laxative
herbs, is effective in a gentle and helpful way. Its
action is thorough, hut it never weakens the bowels.
It stimulates muscular action and is thus actually
good for the system. So remember Dr. Caldwells
Syrup Pepsin when coated tongue, fetid breath,
headaches, nausea, jaded appetite or biliousness
tells the need of a thorough cleansing. Druggists
keep it in big bottles, or write Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
Pepsin, Monticello, 111., for u free trial bottle.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Da?
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HE'S REAPPOINTED

STONE AGE METHODS

Mrs. George King spent the day
Lewis Hall was a visitor Thursday
Are Still Being Used By Tuesday
with Mrs. Ella Hare.
in the home of his brother Albert
Seme 'In the Handling of Mrs. Emma William is spending
Hall. He has employment with Irv
the week .with her three sons in
ing Spear in Cushing and returned
Poultry Flocks
Rockland.
there. Miss Bertha Hall is at Al
bert Halls’.
Albert Tenian is visiting Alvin
Many American farmers, who long
.Mrs. Hiram Comstock has returned
Ilurd.
since recognized tractors and elec
from a visit to Wiscasset and is
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Piersons of
spending a time with a friend on
tricity as efficient farm assistants Martinsville were guests of friends
Wadsworth street before opening
are still using stone age methods so in town Sunday.
her Main street home.
far as their poultry floeKS are con
Mrs. IL F. Fredette r.”"ived home
According to the school calendar
cerned according to a recent Inter from Portland Friday for a short
the present term of school will close
April 18 for the Easter vacation.
nationa: Baby Chick Association sur stay. Mr. Fredette came Saturday
evening to accompany her on the re
.Mrs. George Glllchrest
(Anne
vey.
Hanley) of Rockland entertained the
Poultry is not returning its proper turn trip.
The tVirce Foster boys. Clarence.
sewing club of which she is a mem
profit on many fauns through lack of
ber Friday at her home in Rock
sanitation, and lack of properiy bred Will and Courtney of Boston and
land. The evening was spent in
flocks, it was found. This latter dif their sister Mrs. Lou My rick are at
needlework. Those present were Mrs.
ficulty is rapidly being corrected h<.me. called here by the death of
Louis Hqnly. Mrs. Leila Smalley.
through the fact that farmers have their father.
John Whalen and Mrs. Ethel Stone
Miss Alta McCoy. Miss Edna Watts.
begun to realize that better stack,
Miss Agnes Hanley. Mrs. Genevieve
capable of producing a profit for were guests Sunday of Mrs. Ella
Frye o*' Thomaston.
their owners, can he secured through Hare
E. P. Starrett, well known busi
Mrs. Florence MeConchie and Mrs
the large iiatcherics These hateliness man of Thomaston, has returned
Our Cleansing Service enables you to en
eries. in turn, have organized under ’
Hare attended tlie Auto Show
from a vacation of three weeks spent
I the slogan, “Hatchery Chicks for in Rockland Saturday evening.
joy the pleasure of wearing clean clothes
with his sister, Mrs. Carrie Page in
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Dyer, Mrs.
Here's Rockport’s
P M.. and We i (Heater Profits." to pledge better
at a very moderate cost.
Portland.
Don’t Mean
•‘Afternoon”Either,
ehicks and fair dealing, in order to Effie Dyer and James Mullin, at
W. P. Strong and son Walter were j Postmaster L. TrueSpear, Who
Has 1 place farm flocks in a position to reap tended the Auto Show Thursday eveRight now we are Cleaning, Repairing and
in Bethel Thursday on business.
~
--.-x
pn,fils which the poultry business
Just Been Reappointed
Is Up Bright
Mrs. Oliver F. Cushing and chil and Early in the Morning, and Is holds.
Services were held in the Chapei
Relining many Spring Garments
dren returned Friday from a visit Right On the Job Until He Is Ready
The matter of sanitation, however, Sunday led by Mrs. Carlson and a
to her parents in Buxton.
To Hit the Downy Again. Uncle Sam is causing difficulty, ihe investiga Sunday School was organized.
HOW ABOUT YOURS?
Little .Marion Curtis has the
The W.C.T.V*. will jmeet at the Has a Good Man on the Job.
tors discovered.
A
phone
call brings our car to your door
mumps.
Methodist Episcopal parsonage Fri
"We cannot but marvel again and
day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The Birthday Club was entertained
ready to serve you
again as we see flock after flock of
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Edward Elliot and children
pure-blooded fowls k- pt in the most Tuesday evening at Mr. and Mrs.
Phone
69-J Today
Leroy
McConchie
’
s.
motored to Boston Sunday to visit
First
honors
in
The Vied A. Norwood W.K.C. has primitive fashion, and under the most cards went to Alts, Hattie Rackliff
her parents.
unsanitary
conditions.
”
the
associa

•Mrs. Richard O. Elliot and grand received an invitation to attend the tion says. “It is our observation that J and James Mullin: second to Mrs
children Warrene .and Elizabeth leff opening of the new American Legion the breeding qualities of our poultry [ l*‘anche \\ itharn. R oland Rackliff
Saturday for Marblehead. Mass. I 'e hall at Camden Thursday evening.
mer Witham.
in our average American barnyard an^ Mr*
Mrs. Elm
children have been spending a few
flocks are far in advance of the
CLEANSING, DYEING, PRESSING
days with Mr. and Mrs. Elliot.
WARREN
methods used in their care, housing,
NEW HARBOR
The Ladies’ Mission Circle of the
and
feeding.
As
a
result,
the
average
Waits
ot
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Rockland, Maine
Bapt.ist Church will be guests of
Mr. and American owner of a flock of chick
Benjamin Smith spent the weekend
33T42
Miss Minnie Fernald at the vestry South Paris are visiting
ens
has
spent
all
too
much
time
fight

with
his
family
in
Fairfield.
this Tuesday afternoon. There is Mrs. Vesper Roakes.
ing
disease
of
one
kind
or
another,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McFarland
W. L. Stevens has secured work
White Cross work to be dene. It is
rather than adopt a program of sani were in Damariscotta Wednesday.
requested of the ladies that they take with the State road crew.
tation.
”
Mrs. Margaret Collinson who lias
Evelyn Sawyer who spent a few
their reading contest cards.
Proper sanitation in poultry houses,
Joseph Bradlee is in Hanover. N. days at her former home here, left a system of yards and runs whereby been very ill is much improved at
this writing.
■H.. where he has employment for Thursday for Glastonbury. Conn., each one can be rested and turned to
Waiter Symonds, proprietor of the
where she has a position as teacher.
several months.
a
green
crop
once
each
year,
and
the
Gloucester Fish Co. of New Harbor
Mrs. K. J. Overlook returned home
William Manning is at home from
importance
of
raising
chicks
on
fresh
Harvard College for the Easter vaca Wednesday from several weeks’ visit ground that has been under cultiva arrived here from Gloucester Friday
ready to buy fish.
with her daughter, Mrs. Forrest J.
tion.
tion, are stressed by the association
Mr. and Mrs. Orman Poland who
These are the days when every dollar counts. The period of
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill O. Feyler and Bangs in Boston.
reckless spending is over. People are g°’n9 back to the good oldMrs. Maude Bolster of Norway. Me. as being as fundamental to success have recently had employment at
grandson who have been visiting Mr.
with poultry as sunshine itself.
Bath are spending a few days with
fashioned principle of thrift and economy. Value is again being
and Mrs. Ehen O. Feyler have re spent the weekend with Mrs. Amy
Mis. Poland's mother Mrs. Olive P.
carefully considered. Nowhere is this more important than in
Fuller.
■
turned to Roxbury. Mass.
Hanna.
selecting a used automobile. For the purchase of a car represents
Pre-Easter union services will be
CAMDEN
Walter Lamner of Friendship and
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McFarland arc
a big investment to the average used car buyer.
Lillian Pologavi of Greenwood were held alternately at the local churches
Decision should not be made hurriedly but only after you have
The next meeting of the Parent- passing a week in Waltham. Mass.,
married April 5 by Rev. H. S. Kil- during the week.
made careful comparison of tho cars we have in stock. Get all of
Local assessors made their rounds Teacher Association will be held in guests of Mrs. McFarland's son. Alex
born at the (Baptist parsonage.
the facts and figure out first what you are getting for your Auto
Miss Katherine Creighton, having the past week, one of them. W. E. the brick school building on Knowl ander Hanna.
Calvin Brackett and James Green
mobile Dollars. The time to do this is now b-fore buying, not
pear, having 24 miles of walking to ton street. Mrs. Nellie Harvey, art
spent the vacation from Lasell
afterwards when it is too late.
.Seminary. Auburndale. Mass., with his credit for one day. a feat he teacher in the Castine Normal school, have employment at the Gloucester
The low commission that we receive and the low cost of
will be the speaker and her subject Fish firm.
her parents, returned to her studies doesn’t care to duplicate.
Mrs. Viola Poland of Loud's Island
financing time payments assures you of a direct saving of $50 or
In accordance with the new plan of "Art and Architecture."
Monday.
more.
The firemen were called out twice is employed at George Gilbert's.
George McManus has returned appointing caretakers for the roads
Little Emma Morton who has been
from taking treatment at the Eye in each locality. Fred Butler has Sunday for grass fires. One on High
1929 Cioced Cab Truck, $385.00. Terms or Cash
and Ear Infirmary in Portland. Mr. charge of High and Riverside streets. street and one on Sea street, and quite ill is now much improved in
McManus’ eyesight has improved Joseph Stickney is temporarily in Saturday morning they were called health.
1929 Spo.t Coupe, $144.00 Down. Ealance Monthly
Dr. Fuller of Pemaquid Fails made
charge of Union road, George Martin to .Hosmer Pond for a brisk one.
under the treatment.
The regular meeting of Canton several calls in town Saturday.
1929 Open Cab Pickup, $325.00. Terms or Cash
Mrs. Rol>ert Gibson and children n charge of the West Warren district
The community is much saddened
of Springfield. Mass., arrived Satur from Waldoboro road Fred Miller on Molineaux Auxiliary was held last
1924
Tudor Sedan, $45.00
day and Mrs. Gibson will be in charge Depot road. Harvey Post ^11 above evening. Refreshments were served. over the death of Mrs. Sarah Brackett ; C
which
occurred
Saturday
March
22
1924
Roadster Truck Body, $35.00
Fuller
bridge
at
North
Warren.
Elbert
News
was
received
in
town
Sun

of Joseph Bradlee’s home during his
Starrett from Anderson schoolhouse day night of the death in Claremont, at her daughter's home
absence in New Hampshire.
1829
Sport Roadster, $335.00
Fred L. Duplisey lias moved hiThomaston K. of P. and members to Wadoboro road, and our first N. H., of Walter Thomas. 55. He was
family
into
the
rent
formerly
occupied
i-w
born
in
Camden,
the
son
of
Alex

elect
man
A.
M.
Hilt
is
in
charge
of
of Mayflower Temple are invited to
attend the dedication of the new hall Middle road. Other roads are either ander and Eugene Thomas of this by Howard McCormick.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Morton. Mr. and
( f Camden K. of P. this Tuesday eve not allotted yet or the names of those place. Funeral services will be held
SALES FORD SERVICE
from the home of Eugene Thomas. Mr . George Gilbert and Mr. and Mrin charge not yet learned.
ning.
The State road scraper did excel 29 Mountain street. Thursday at 2 j Plummer Beeman and daughter Ve•Stephen Lavendar lias returned
Phones 333—334
Rockland. Me.
from the Maine General Hospital, lent work leveling the surface of o’clock. Rev. Ernest M. Holman offl- I rena. were among those front New
Remember
—
We
are
Never
Undersold on a Ford
Harbor
attending
the
movies
at
'
ciating
and
interment
will
be
in
the
Western
Main
street
Friday
in
a
Portland and left Monday to resume
Mountain Street cemetery. The fu Rockland last week.
hort time.
his studies at Bowdoin College.
Used
Car
Mrs. Mary Sherman of Pemaquid 1
Mr. and Mrs. William Keating who neral will be under the auspices < f
Regular meeting of Grace Chapter,
41-42
O.E.S.. will be held Wednesday eve have occupied the Seavey rent on Mt. Bat tie Lodge of Odd Fellows, of Beach spent Tuesday afternoon with i
Mrs.
M.
F.
McFarland.
which
order
the
deceased
was
a
Main
s.reet
since
Mr.
Keating
came
ning. Don't forget ladies are to take
box lunch which will be auctioned off here early last fall to take the posi member.
T. Jenness French is having a va- I
tion of overseer in the finishing room
after the meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Feyler have at Georges River Mill, moved away cation from his duties as cashier at
Mr. Keating was the Camden National Bank and with
.returned from a business trip to New last Thursday.
considering the purchase of a farm Mrs. French is visiting friends in
Bedford.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Petrie and near his former home in Franklin, £outh Bend, Indiana.
George Grant has returned from
daughter have returned to South N. 11.
A meeting of the officers of the Philadelphia where he passed the
Portland after a visit to Mrs. Petries
winter
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Alumni Association was held la:
The Baptist Calendar Club will
week and the date of the annual
llahn.
Miss Corinne Maloney is visiting Alumni banquet set for June 26. the hold a social at the vestry Wednes
earliest date possible to secure Dr. day evening. April 16.
her home in Cushin
ENTIRELY NEW TYPE
Mrs. Laura Ritterbush entertained
Alexander Donaldson of Bath was a Randall J. Condon as speaker.
Sixteen attended the last meeting the Monday Club yesterday at her
weekend guest of his aunt, Mrs. Levi
f the Farm Bureau when floor fin home.
Jonerf.
Mrs. Albert Decker entertains the
The Auxiliary of Williams-Brasier ishes and pine needle work were ta
W. C. T. F. this afternoon at her
Post, A. L.. will meet at the home ol ken up.
home on Knowlton street.
Mi-s Jessie Stewart, Green street
The American Legion Auxiliary
next Friday evening at 7.30. Then
will meet at the Legion rooms tonight
will he work on quilt squares.
at 7.30 o’clock.
One of the most entertaining gath
Mrs. Winnifred L. Conley. Charles
erings of tlie season was at the home
E. Gratrix and Owen C. Staples will
of Mr. and Mrs. William Gray, Main
serve as jurors at the May term of
street. Saturday evening. A point of
the Knox County Superior Court to
interest to all was the home in whicl
convene in Rockland on the 6th of
they met.
The house is one of
that month.
Thomaston’s largest and its interior
Nancy Carroll in “Dangerous Paraspeaks of the days of prosperous sea
| disc" at the Comique theatre today:
captains who, always prudent man
Wednesday and Thursday. Conrad
agers, built or purchased houses
Nagel in "Dynamite:” Friday. Joan
which conformed to their idea of
Crawford in “Untamed:” Saturday.
largeness which was acquired as tliey
Mary Brian and Richard Arlen in
sailed the seven seas of the world.
“Burning Up.’’
Tlie rooms in their furnishings and
hangings are the same today as when
GARDENA VALE OF THE DOLO
the house was occupied by Mrs.
OtL>
MITES
Gray’s grandparents. Capt. and Mrs.
Harvey Mills. The company was a
In the north of the Dolomites, that
congenial group and tlie evening
strangely beautiful Alpine region of
passed happily, each contributing
northern Italy, which is always a
their share to the pleasure of the oc
summer and winter resort, is Garcasion. There was bridge for some,
'U ' 1 \ i
I' - I ' '
_ •
music for others and conversation in
with
tlie
group
of
Sassolunga
Sella.
general for ail. A line picnic supper
Puez. (’Isles. Fermeda and the <’awas enjoyed. The company included
tinaccio, form a little world by them
Mr. and Mis. L. C. Sturtevan , Mr.
selves. T’ne isolated location of the
and .Mr ‘. Rafael Urunetto. Mi . and
Gardena Vale is tlie reason why its
With all its supreme performance,
brakes, you will find the same effort
Mrs. Jo seph Emery. Mr. and M FS.
population lnus preserved its pure
Hudson
is
surprisingly
economical
Ensign Otis. Nathan Farwell. AVilless ease in performance.
Roman origin, and one of the most
liani El hit. Miss Katherine Winq,
of
fuel
and
tires.
And
it
is
engineered
ancient Roman dialects, the “lingua
Miss Lena Shorey, Mrs. Ruth Creigh
Come take a ride. The charm of
rustiea” of old Rome. The classical
to low maintenance cost. Thousands
ton. Miss Mabel Blown, Miss Kay
distinctive performance, riding ease
beauty of the landscapes may also
Turner. Miss Clara Spear anil the
of former “Six” owners are delighting
explain why the place has given birth
and dependability that you find will
host and hostess.
to so many artists, for since the 16th
in its reasonable cost of operation and
Mrs. June Creighton, director of
question the wisdom or need of pay
century their wood carving has be
music in tlie Thomaston schools, is
upkeep. Among Eights it establishes
You, too? You can. Get one of
come known all over the world. It is
ing more for any car.
substituting for Mrs. Wentworth as
our inexpensive Good Used Cars.
said that even today 70 per cent of
a new scale of low ownership costs.
soloist in the First Baptist Church.
the adult inhabitants are Mood
Small payment down. Balance out
PRICES
Rockland.
sculptors, most of whom are trained
Those who know' this car frankly
of income.
The Beta Alpha Club held its semi
Standard
Length Chassis:
in the art schools at Ortlsei and Selva.
annual meeting in the Baptist vestry
declare it excels the greatest past
If you can be there on festival days,
COACH
— Caupt, $1100;
Monday evening witji 35 members
you will catch them in the similarly
standards of performance efficiency
Standard Stdan,
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
present.
A supper prepared and
artistic clothes which tradition has
Roadster, $1200; Phaeton,
They refer, not only to price and oper
served by the1 following housekeep
1928 Erskine Coach
ordained for them. In their neat
o i 300; Sunsedan, $1335.
ers proved a delightful affair: Mrs.
ation advantages, but to the striking
homes, their curious villas and
Long Wheelbase:
Amy Tripp. Mrs. June Creighton. Mrs.
1828 Hudson Coach
churches, tlie same art sense is evi
newmess of Hudson action in all it does
A. J. Lineken. Mrs. Grace Andrews.
- past. Touring Sedan, $1250; Brougham,
dent.
1928 Chevrolet Roadster
IMrs. Myrtle S rong. Officers elected:.
$1295; 7-pass. Phaeton, $1^00; y-pass.
You have supremacy in fast get-away.
President. Miss Edna Hilt; vice
Sedan, $1650.
1925 Ford Tudor
president. Mrs. Madeline Spear;
You level hills with the ease of coast
Prices f. o. b. Detroit, Factory
treasurer, Annie York: work commit
1926 Buick Sedan
Standard Equipment Includes:
ing. In crowded traffic you rarely need
tee. Miss Harriet Burg* <5, Mrs Amy
1927 Oakland Coach
Psnr 2-uay shock absorbers; radiator shutters;
Tripp. Mrs. Ruby H.L., committee
touch the gears. From standing start
t tarter on dash; electro lock'; electric gauge forfuel
to visit the sick. Mrs. Bertha Ames,
up to the top ranges of silky smooth
1926 Essex Coach
and oil on dash; tire lock and luggage carrier.
Mrs. Madeline Spear. Eloia nee Cope
speed, and back again to the soft in
lands • The retiring pre-ident -was
1926 Dodge Coupe
A WIDE CHOICE OF COLORS AT
given a pocketbook in appreciation
stantaneous stopping action of the
NO EXTRA COST
i f her services.

DRY
CLEANING
Jor all your

CLOTHES

Arthur F. Lamb

USED FORD CARS
Compare Values Before You Buy a Used Automobile

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

Hudsons Qieat
aAF

trees
Advertisements In this column act to exceed ; ’ Dili SAl.t: I'arm. 20 arris. 20 apple
.
ii
si
3 timet Ij and 1‘lum trees, house, garage bam, on
tl? rted once for 25 cents. 3 times
17”,
Mllls
,, E G1LKS.
rF. P.
I>.
Additional lines 5 cents each j
42* It
1 K»'y. Waldoboro. Ale
for one time, 10 cents for tnree times,
FOR KALE Single comb fit. I. Red baby
words make a line
chicks, Jatnesway hatched, April. IS cents;
May 16 cents. <’. K. OVEKUMK. Warren,
lie. Tel. 3-4 Warren.
42-41
Lost and Found
Inquire of'
FOR ISALE—Motor 2*2 horse power, alnnist
FOUND Small power boat.
46*42 ’!''C
Phase. $35 cash. JOHN SAUNDERS.
COURIER GAZJCTTE.
58 Elm St., Camden.
42*44
FOR SALE Concrete block iinachine, good
Wanted
condition. ELLIS YOUNG, 8-16 Georges St..
I Thomaston.
42*44
WANTED Allthll■?-aged woman to do house
FOR SALE Vlctrola with cabinet, oak
work tor a family of one woman. 28 NORTH
library
table.
Excellent
(condition.
Price
MAIN ST . Rockland._________________ 43-4 I
$'.6, 39 RANKIN STREET. Tel. 750-R
WANTED Position as prbate chauffeur. .___________ _____________________42*41
Fm-c'lence In Eun p iml Amerlc i. Best ol
FOR SALE Edi »»n cabinet phonograph,
, references. Address ('.. care Courier-Cazettv.
with s' double recc *s. excellent condition.
Also White Rotary . wing machine. TEL.
WANTED Young Kiri to do housework In 126 L__________________________________ 42-41
: famih of two. Call at 56 MASONIC ST.
! Tf!. 823._______________________________ 42-tf
FOR IS ALE quartered oak dining table and
4 chairs wiili black leather seats, also 1 oak
WANTED Second-hand wood sawing outfit, sideboard Must he sold at once. Price reawithout engine. E. E. LIGHT, Union, Me.
41*43 MMiablc. PHON E 133.__________________ 42-tf
FUlt SALE Silent (.low oil burner, in ex
WANTED To do dressmaking and alter- cellent condition, $15. Owner leaving town.
ati«" s, epats lined. MRS. V. M. ALBEE. 236 TEL 1655._________
______________ 43-45
Cedar Si. Tel. '34-M.________________ 41*43
SALE Four geese and four gandc?*,
WANTED Salesman with car to sell Silent AlFOR
for
breeding:
also
a
small power boat. 5
[ Glow Oil Burners. Frigidaire tefrigerators and h |» Mianus engine. EDWARD
BLOM, Ash
I Electric Water systems. A. T. NORWOOD. Point. Tel. 425-16.
42*44
Warren. Me.
4" l’>
W1VTHI
O.r
mill
witli
tin
FDR SALE Round Oak Range, parlor stove,
hibkei
Ml if school aire Write to
1’. °'1 bur,ler- <•<>»»Koleum border, cougolcum art
children. All of school age. v rite to b. i
S(iuare in(,uire 166 MAIN ST. Tel. 1657-W.
MADIXM KS. Liberty. Me.
*
________ _____________________________ 41*46
WANTED-To loan money on auto, house
FOR SALP If sold at once -5 tons of nice
hold furniture, diamonds, etc Interest 3 per hay
at $9 ton in ham. CALL 1095-W. 46*42
cent per month on unpaid balauces. KNOX
FOR SALE Building and lot, comer Green
FINANCE CO.. 16 School St., opp. Post off! ■
;o-tf 'iid Hyler streets, Thomaston. Inquire of
AL1DA HYLER, Thomaston or LUKE DAVIS.
WANTED Two boarders. Refcrem
5 ' Ho.Mail,I
42-11
uulrcel -MRS. W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
FOR SALE Trailer and skiff tlsh where
St. Tel. 874-W._______________________ 38 tf
I Wish, prl-c right. Call at 50 GRANITE
WANTED- Stenograi'her desires position VO
STREET Tel. 1 52 R.__________________ 42-44
• si\
References. 1
FOR
SALE—24 ft. boat. 22 h. |». engine;
.M COOKSON. !> Freest . Camden. Tel 21:: 1
also I mbs. new trawl. CHARLES HENDER
WANTED At once housekeeper for man SON. Thomaston. Me.
12-44
, and small child. Write P. 0. BOX 243. Thom
FOR SALE Pure Vermont maple sugar anil
a st on. Me.
37*42
syrup. Orders taken. Syrup, $3 per gal. ;
sugar. 56c a pound. GEORGE iH. WELCH.
Tel- H>47.
______________________ 41-43
To Let
FOR SALE;-Chrysler sedan with five new
TO LET Furnished apartment of three tiics
In good condition. Reasonable price.
rooms, with toilet and modern conveniences. ERNEST I,RANT. 184 So. Main St. Tel. 526-M.
liupiite 12 KNOX ST, Tel. 57S-U.
Ii tt ____________________________ ___ ______ 46-45
TO LET Three nice rooms for .light houseFOR SALE Farm, about 260 ’acres, woodkeeping with ail improvements and private j land, fields, pastures and blueberry land,
hath, furnished nr unfurnished, garage if de
House 11 looms, garage, barn and farming
I sired at 69 North Main St. Apply ut 71 t( "Is. Borders nearly entire length <'hickaNORTH MAIN ST nr Tel. 1152
41-tf veukie Lake Mi I m Mid to settle eatato.
TO LET Upstairs apartment at 12 Cedar Price rigid. O. W. HOLMES, Admr.. Lake Ave.
'
46*42
St. MRS .1. A. JAMESON. 46 North Main St.
Tel. 456-It.___________________________ 40-tf
FOR SALE 1921 Chevrolet sedan in per
fect
condition
:
Chickering
piano,
upright
:
all
TO LET Rooms, 311 Main Si. Prices rea
sonable. TEL. 473 .M.
46*12 kinds household furnishings. All cheap for
• ash. .MRS ESTELLE STINSON, 11 James
TO LET Upstairs apartment. 4 moms, St. Tel. 849-J.
4o*4•»
hath, electric lights. No cats or dogs. RefFDR SALE "Ideal Standard” range, like
51 erences required. Tel. 1001 or call at 18
SHAW AYE.
39*tf new. rxcellent baker: electrical hooks. 7 vols.,
leather: cowboy saddle. All great bargains.
TD LET Six room house, all modern im 121 THDM lSTDN ST . Rockland.
38*43
provements. with sun parlor, available .May 1
FDR SALE Tuning table ami six chairs
See MR. LEVY. 266 Main St.
39-41
with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 161-R.
TD LET -Good clean tenement electric ______ _____________ _____________ 35*tf
11 lights and toilet. J. H. MELVIN. 21 Gay St
FDR SALE Fifty houses of all descriptions
Rockland.
39-tf
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
TD LET Apartment, 4 rooms in tine con In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
dition, $5 per week : garage. $3 per month. talk ovci my list if jou wish to buv. ROBERT
Adults only. 28 PACIFIC ST. Tel. 436-M
U < OLLI NS, 573 Main St Tel. 77.
3.3-tf
_____________ _________________________ 38-tf
FOR SALE- Five room house, Stanley
TD LET Two furnished rooms tor light Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern 1mhousekeeping. Adults onlv. E. N. SYLVFS- protintents, double lot land. $1666. Can he
TER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. Sol-I,
38-tf pc.id
rent with small payment down. V. F.
34-tf
FDR SALE Farms large and small, some ST1 DLEV. 69 Park St. Tel, 1686.
1 good bargains, also lake shore property. AI
FDR SALE—New house at 16 Hill St., six
R .MILLER. East Union, Me.
38*1:. rooms, hath, furnace, oak floors, large lot
---- F M___________________
KITTREDGE “ __
Tel._________
1043-4. _
30-tf
FDR SALE—Dibble's ru set seed potatoes.
bug and rust resistant, highest in yield, $1 56
FDR SALE- Large, number 8 kitchen range
pc. bushel f. o b Union, or at tile dnoi with |»ft alUdUMBt Very nice baker; also
T5 LER DAMS. I nion. Me.
5$*i ; summer house for hammock. Inquire at 44
34-tf
TD LET -Store in Park Theatre Bide RANKIN ST. Te!. 202 W.
Fine location, excellent windows—light and
FDR SALE Dr to let. cottage at Meguntlwarm. Available for am tiling excent a cool: Like, bungalow type, artesian well, water
restaurant. MIKE ARMATA or The Men’s in sink from electric pump, living room and
■ hop. Park St.________________________ ^21^
ft. length, three other rooms, sleeping
TD LF7T- five room furnished apartment. ^ , ,,m»"r>dations tor eight, hard pine varnished
All modern. R. U. UDLLiNS, 375 Alain St
.’r* tl»ro”«*‘«ut. electric lights, garage, shore
‘ privilege, flut sand beach, boat, $1500 cash or
Tel. 77.
tint plan. V. F. SfUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel.
TD LET Three furnished rooms for light 1680.
33 tf
housekeeping.
AH modern, adults onlv
FDR SALE Dahlia bulta that have become
MILTDN M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
56 n
Tn i vt vi. .
». --—i,---------n-------- 7 1 "‘J o'1
,handlla»L
standard varieties,
TD I.ET My store 2«.x • . Reasonable rent while tliey last E5 for $1. postage extra Due
I am to move into tr.y store next door south to limited garden space I also have some surTel. 2 ». H. B BARTER.________________ 36-;t ph s !«»ck of many leading Varieties that I
TD LET -Six room house at 72 Crescent St ,
.•‘Hraetlve prices. Send for
electric 1,edits, flush closet, in good condition my list. Riverside Dahlias. AIRS KATHA
A. Al. FULLER. 266 Broadway.
34-tfi RINE CHAPIN, Rawson Ave., Camden, Ale.
*____________ ____ _____________ 33-58
TD LET -Furnished room at 14 MASONIC
FDR SALE -Beauty parlor, fully equipped,
ST______
33-tf
e.voilcnt location. go<><| business. Write MRS.
TD LET Upstairs tenement of six rooms, S AIAYHKW, E5 Meguntlcook St., Camden,
amden,
newly papered and painted ; central location Me.
32-43
AIRS. DAM IE B. LANDERS Tel. 1649 J.
FDR
SALE
Seven
room
bouse,
bath,
hot
_____
32-tf
water heat, tine cellar, single garage, fine
TD LET Large cottage at Crescent Beach Corner lot with plenty shrubbery, central loca
all modern, also small cottage at Spruce Head tion. to be sold at once at very reasonable
AMORY B ALLEN, Rockland. Me.
29 tt pi,lC. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1686.
38-tf
TO LET—Seven room im;urnished tenement ____________________________
with bath, furnace, fine c?llar, mostly hard
DR SALE-—New 6 room bouse, bath,
wood floors, garage, first quality in every way garage, all oak and maple floors, best work$3u mouth. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1086.
in: i.sblp throughout, flue location, priced for
quick 39-tf
sale. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
32-tf
TO LET—House of six rooms, flue cellar Tel 1686.
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
FOR SALE—Six tons best quality bay.
large veranda. Newly papered and palnten Must be sold at once. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 7 1Q80.
____________________ __________ 28-tf
STREET, Rockland.
39-tf
4DR SALE- Furnished cottage at Crescent
TO LET—Apartment u» Bicknell block Beacli.
All modern improvements. LENA
Apply to b. B SMITH, Thorndike A Hix K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 996-A1.
28-tf
Lobster Co. Tel. 268.
39-tf

It sweeps
aside

GARAGE

For Sale

In Everybody’s Column

ASH POINT

High Cost

EIGHT-CYLINDER QUALITY

Miscellaneous

Eggs and Chicks

DINING CARS—Net annual profits from
i' u.,i • $’*600 to $16,666 are possible operating O’.MaBABY < HIX. Wyllie's Strain
’
•' I
< Tbi .•
i
.I ....... i.... i ... . .
bred for eggs, type and color. State accredited honey Diners. Capital required to start ap
ir interested in being
tor white diarrhoea. April 15 to May 15. $2*i proximately $5566.
ner hundred: May 15 and .Tune. $18 pvr hun independent ami operating your own business
write
for
<
'alalog.
JERRY
D .MAHONEY. Inc.
dred: postpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed. In
J.
41-11
lots of 16666 or over $2 less per hundred. F Dept. R(X>. Elizabeth X. ___________________
II. WAbLIh A >().N, Thomaston, iMe. Phone
MONEY TD LOAN op 1st and 2nd mortWarren 16-6
41-tf’ gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St.
3»-tf
R. I. REDS, State tested, 166 per cent free Opp. pnstoftice.
We are now booking orders for March and
LET E. A KNOWLTON file your saws and
April delivery fur $18 per 106. or $S5 for 500; r- pair vour furniture at 216 LLMKKOCK ST.
166 per cent live delivery guaranteed. All T*i. iui6
:u.*-tf
(hicks hatched from our own stock; 10 per
ntui.vu
,----------------- ?—r
(cut with order would be appreciated
We .J '
’7"“,.Ml,d K»araiiteed:
deliver chirks tn your door. Addrcs“'v R i T- “‘Y' ,'4
not labelled. »t:
UootiMAX ii. SUV Wiuterniirt Me
Tel ' ’ ‘a'.11 different and labeled. »1.2.: sent portp l> *,e* T®1; paid in first three zones. Many other attrac---- - -------- —-------------------------- *• 11 five collections. Send fur price list. MRS.
K)R SALE—S. U. R. I. chicks, Jamesway
I- J’ERKY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens,
hatched. Stock productive and of good color.
Me._________________
39*50

I'r’lee8 J-^ner ‘inn .bn St-nnforvv
Pf0,P?
LADIES—Reliable Mock of hair (oodi at tha
eiv,„B Vrice0,".!, laU ietariBEfR°lHAOldDr S*";* H*,r 8,Ot’' « Eta 8t' Mall orders
TEAGUE & E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me
Tel 13-12 Warren.
39-tl

Hints For Homemakers
,

KoUc,ted H. (’. RHODES. Tel. 519-J. 39-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY HUMES. CUTfAUKS
and estates, up-to-date property. In the Rar
den spot of Maine—Penobsrot Bay. Write
us what you wane ORRIN J. DU.KEY. Bel
fast. Me.
39-tf

By Jane Rogers

‘1050

Seed Sown Here

Falls In Fertile

PIKES PEAK VICTOR
A strictly stock President Eight
Roadster, piloted by Glen Shultz,
smashed all existing stock dr 1. « ords by winning the 1929 La1 , Huy
Pikes Peak hill climbing cl , <• in

21 minutes. 43 2-5 seconds.

MILLER’S GARAGE
ROCKLAND
RANKIN ST.
TEL. 692-M

Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
710 Main Street

Tel. 896

Rockland, Maine

BONY glass plates and demitasse cups, and crystal tum
blers with a square ebony glass
base, are the latest development
in tableware for the smart hostess.
The combination of the lustrous
blaek and gleaming crystal adds
accent to the sheen of fine linen
and the gleam of silver.

E

With most skilled cooks, caramel
is a favorite flavoring agent for
many meat sauces and soups
Here’s a quick and easy way to
make it. Melt a cup of granulated
sugar slowly in a pan and cook
until dark brown, being careful to
avoid scorching. Pour in a cup
of boiling water and cook slowly
until a thick syrup Is formed. The
caramel may he kept indefinitely
in a covered glass jar.
*

•J Those rythmic clicks of
our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of the
cash register. For The
Courier-Gazette printing
is the kind that produces
sales. Experience proves it.
Call 770
for Estimates

Ihe Courier- Gazette
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
•#-70

Every-Other-Day
Donald Small, who is employed by
the Sullivan Machinery Co., arrived
from New York yesterday to be the |
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. |
■Charles Small, at The Highlands for
ten day.

In addition to personal notes resardlny
Mrs. John W. Small who has been
departures and arrivals, this department espe,
..
raontb« in
dally desires Information of nodal happenl,iga i
n"'ns lhe 'kls’t thiee montlis in
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or | Leominster. Mass., with her dnughtclcphone will be gladly received.
1 ter. Mrs. Colon Strout. and son Lloyd

TELEPHONE .............. „...........-............. 77« | j<nia!l, returned home la$ week.

Mrs. George Gilchrist had as Mipper guests Friday Miss Edna Watts,
Mrs. Leila Smalley, Miss Alta Mc
Coy. Mrs. Louis Hanley. Miss Agnes
Hanley and Mrs. Genevieve Frye of
Thomaston.

While Mrs. J. O. Stevens was in
Malden, Mass., last week she called
on Miss Flora Putnam who is con
fined to the Malden Hospital by a
fractured hip. the result of n recent
fall at the home of her brother. .Miss
Putnam whose former home was
Thomaston has many friends in
Thomaston and Rockland who will he
glad to know that she is gaining sat
isfactorily.

Mrs. Edward C. Cutting of South
Portland Ls in the c'ty called here I
by the illness of her mother. Mrs. W.
II. Aimstrong.

Roger Wolcott cf Hartford. Conn., j Mr. and Mrs. George Moody who
Is spending a few days with Mrs. have been occupying the Skaye house
Wolcott at the home of Mayor und on Union street for the winter have
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, Broad moved to their summer home at Cres
way.
cent Beach.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Mr. and Mrs. .1. W. Anderson anc
Society of the .Methodist Church sons Clarence and Earl of Roxbury,
meets Thursday afternoon at 2.30 at Mass., have returnd home after
tlie home of Mrs. Ida Simmons, spending a few days with relatives
Rockland street. Mrs. Ella Lurvey and friends in this city.
will be program leader, with Mrs.
Irene Pugh in charge of the devo
J. W. Small has returned to Dovertional exercises. The thank offering Foxcroft, after spending the week
will he taken at this time, members end at his home.
being requested to take their next
step card.
Mrs. Irwin Jones and daughter who
have been visiting Mrs. Fred Herrick,
Percy Skavex who has been away have returned to Roxbury, Mass.
during the winter months is at his
home on I’nion street for the season.
Mrs. Lizzie E. Boyles who has been
Mrs. Skaye will join him in about a ill at the home of her son. B. M.
week, being at present the guedt of Boyles, in Cambridge, is able to be
friends in New York.
out again and is grateful to friends
for flowers, letters and cards re
Mrs. L. E. Frost, North Main ceived, especially the Sunshine Club,
street is convalescing from a severe ller address is 36 William street,
attack of the grippe.
Cambridge, Mass.

George B. Wood Jr., who lias been
Capt. ,]ohn Coffin of Port Clyde has
home lor the spring recess returns been the guest of 1,1s grandson, Joseph
to Hebron Academy today.
| Coffln ln Cambridge. Mass.
Mrs. H. ,A. Buff urn has returned I
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Maker have
from .Portland where she was called returned to North Haven |for the
by the illness of her sister.
summer.

Robert C. Burns of The Highlands
is in iBoston fur a few days on busi
ness.

Mrs. Charles McKinney who has
been very ill with influenza and
threatened with pneumonia at her
home on Cedar street, is out of
danger and beginning to convalesce
Mr. McKinney is now able to be out
and at work again after an attack of
influenza.

The auxiliary of Sons of I’nion
Veterans is having a bridge party
this evening at Grand Army hall,
with Mrs. Helen Paladino in charge.

Miss Olive Gilchrist who has been
Wilbur Frohock arrived home Sat
with Mrs. Ella Burpee. Limerock 1 urday from Brown University for the
street, for several weeks has re- Easter vacation.
ojw’ned her home where her nephew,
Osgood Gilbert, Jr., of Boston is a
Ladies' Night will he observed to
guest.
morrow at the Elks Home with the
usual dance and buffet lunch.
The Vniversalist Mission Circle
meets tomorrow in the church vest’ y
The Y.P.B. will meet at the home
with luncheon at 12.30 under the di
of Miss Alena Young Wednesday
rection of tlie officers. There will be
relief sewing and the devotional evening at 7.
-----exercises. Response to the roll call
Itobert Sadler returned Monday to
is to he made with religious current
Boston, where he is attending R.C.A.
events.
Institute. He has been spending a
week's vacation witli his parents.
T. E. Libby of Vinalhaven was in
the city recently on business, accom Mr. and Mrs. Emerson ISadler.

panied
Libby.

by

his

grandson,
\

Richard

The Junior Hamony Club meets to
morrow evening at the BPW rooms at
6.30 for choral practice and lesson
in musicianship The subject for the
program is “Mrs. H. H. A. Beach."
one of America's foremost women
eomiHisers. and each member is re
quested to present an item pertain
ing to her life and works.

Stanley Snow of Portland wm< the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Justin L. Cross,
Main street, for the weekend.

Mrs. E. F. Glover lias returned
from a few days’ stay in Portland.
Mrs. Frank (’lark of this city and
Mrs. Peter Starrett of Warren were
entertained Friday at luncheon by
Mrs. Rodney E. Brasier, Thomaston,
witli Airs. Leland O. Philbrook of
South Portland as honor guest. In
the evening tliey were joined for
bridge by Mrs. Charles Sliorey. Mrs.
Russell Davis, Mis. Eleanor Feyler,
Mrs. H. Laton Jackson. Mrs. Edgar
Libby and Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, all
of Thomaston.

j

(’lass 26 of the Methodist Church
will meet wjtli Miss Minnie Smith,
at Roscoe Staples’, Spring street.
Friday evening instead of Wednes
day. Members are asked to take
something concerning birds to read.,

A party was given at tlie home of
Gertrude iSahien Thursday night in
honor of Joseph Rhodes’ birthday.
Mr. Rhodes was much surprised
pvhen 20 young persons walked in on
him. Six beautiful birthday cakes,
with chicken and lobster sand
wiches. coffee, doughnuts, and fruit
punch were served Dancing. games,
mandolin and accordion sclos were
enjoyed. Mr. Rhodes received many
useful gifts.

,

Miss tbois (Small of Winslow’s
Mills was guest of her aunt. Mrs.
Hazel Milligan, in this city over the
weekend.

Mrs Eda Marshall of it Ocean street,
is entertaining Chapin Class this eve
ning.
Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mrs. Alan I..
Bird and Mrs. B. B. Smith left yes
terday on a motor trip. They will
stop in New York for a few days then
! proceed through the Shenandoah
I Valley, being gone about 10 days.

Mrs. Sadie Leach who has been very
ill with bronchia] pneumonia at her
home on North Main street is improv
ing, although not able to sit up yet.
Mrs. Wilbur S. Cross was hostess
to tho Thimble Club last evening at
her home oifChestnut street.

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown are in
Boston for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and
sou George of New York arc guests

ol' Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Emery,
Pacific street, for the week.

* • ♦ •

Friday.

The home demonstration agent.
Miss Lawrence, will hold these ex
tension meetings this week:
Tuesday. Rockport, on Home Fur
nishings II. Miss Gobi), home dem
onstration specialist, will conduct
the meetings. She brings with her
the latest material on walls and their
coverings and also curtains and
draperies: The meeting will begin
promptly at 10.3(1 in tlie "Methodist
Church.
Wednesday. Damariscotta Mills.
Home Furnishings 11.
Thursday, Bristol, Home Furnish
ings II.
Saturday. Miss T^iercse Wood,
foods specialist, will attend a meet
ing of tlie Golden Rule 4-H Club at
Hope with Miss iSpearin and Miss
Lawrence- Miss Wood is to give a
bread demonstration.
This wMI in
clude making of bread into a loaf,
several variations and judging.

Mrs. Grace Gilley Tibbetts of Ala
meda. Calif., who arrived yesterday
for a short visit was greeted by a
grout) of old-time friends, thus mak
ing her arrival a happy and aus
picious one.

Mrs. I.. N. Llttlehale who has been
spending the winter with her daugh
Mrs. Amos Flske left Charlotte. N. ter. Mrs Jesst, Jones, in Soulhbridge.
(’. April 3. stopping enroute two \ Mass., is expected home today, hav
nights in Washington, 1). C. with ing stoptM'd in Boston enroute for a
her niece and brother. She had the weekend visit with friends.
great pleasure, at the age < f 91 years,
Miss Beth Hagar who is supervisor
of driving to Annapolis and calling
on her two grandsons, Lieut. Com of music in the Presque Isle public
mander Leon S. Fiske. assistant to sdioois is spending the spring vaca
the commandant, and Midshipman tion at her home on Grace street.
Hayden Leon, who is well known in
Bichard* Bird, home for the week
this city. Continuing to Boston she
was the guest of her granddaugh end from Fniversil.v of Maine, had as
ter. Rachel Porter of Kellogg, Idaho, his guest a fraternity brother, B. E.
who is there attending the New Eng Barker of Dover-Foxcroft.
land Conservatory of Music; and of
Miss Rose O'Neil arrives tomorrow
her niece in Chelsea, Muss. She ar
rives home today very happy to from tlie Lesley School, Cambridge,
again he amid home scenes.
for the Easter recess.
The Comrades of the Way will
Miss Constance Robertson delight
serve a public supper in the vestry fully entertained 12 of her little
of the Congregational Church Wed schoolmates after school Friday at
nesday April 9. at six o’clock. Menu: her Lake avenue home in observance
Beans, ham. cabbage salad, rolls, of her 6th birthday. The usual
doughnuts and coffee. Price 35c.— games’ were played. Elizabeth Evanadv.
sky winning the prize for pinning on
the donkey s tail in Just the right
place and Irma Thompson winning
the booby .prize. The dining room
was decorated in yellow and orchid
and the table was? graced with a
large birthday cake liolding'six blaz
Beauty's first requisite—skin perfec ing candles.
Refreshments were
tion. Thus, the fairest and wisest served. Miss Constance’s guests were
use MKLLO-GLO Face Powder that Kathleen and Katharyn Dean, Eliza
spreads more smoothly and produces beth and Frances Evansky, Susan
„ youthful bloom. Its new French Hutchinson. Maud Johnson. Louise
process makes iMELLO-GLO stay on Harding. Lillian Pendleton. Irma
longer anil bans the shiny nose. Pure! Thompson, Pauline Carroll. Jeanette
Prevents pastiness, flakiness, irrita Carter, Margaret bind Priscilla Rob
tion and large pores. Use MELLO- ertson. Miss Nellie Lawrence, teach
GbO. Corner liruff Store and all er of the young hostess was also a
guest.
other good stores.

Greater Beauty
For Lovely Women

T. C. Stone, managed of the local
office of tiie New England Telephone
& Telegraph Co. spent the weekend
in Cornish, on his return home being
A reception was- given at the
accompanied by Mrs. Stone, who was
called to Cornish two weeks ago by Prince Memorial Library, Cumber
the illness of her mother.
land, April 4, in honor of Prof, and
Mrs. Eric Kelly, and the trumpet,
Mrs. Bernard Butler spent tlie
around which ancient Polish legend
weekend in YVodfords, guest of rela
Prof. Kelly has woven his prize win
tives.'
ning story “The Trumpeter of Kra
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stover and son kow,’’ was on exhibition. In the aft
Herbert have arrived home from a
motor trip of two weeks during ernoon the children were given an
which they visited relatives in opportunity to see the trumpet, fol
Springfield, Elmira. N. Y„ und Stam lowed by a story hour. Cumberland
has the distinction of being the only
ford, Conn
town in the country to have this
At tlie bridge party, given {under trumpet on exhibition, and it is
tlie auspices of the BPW Club Friday through tlie efforts of Prof. Kelly
evening, lionors were won by Mrs. J. that it came there. Prof. Kelly, who
C. Cunningham. Mrs. 'Lucius York is teacher of English at Dartmouth
and Mrs. Florence Fogg. Another of College and last year taught Eng
these popular parties will take place lish at the University of Krakow.
on Friday evening of this week, with i Poland, for several months, is a New
Englander, whose devotion to Poland
Mrs. Emma Carver as hostess
dates from his relief work in 1918
The Congregational sewing com- I with the Polish legions in France.
mittee meets Thursday afternoon at ' He was once a newspaper man. “Tlie
the home of Mrs. Oliver Hills. Summer 1 Trumpeter of Krakow” was awarded
street, with Mrs. Hills and Mrs. It. E. the Newbury Medal as the most dis
tinguished contribution to American
Thuraton as hostesses.
Literature for children in 1928.
• • * •
Dance fans will be interested to
Many readers of Kipling’s works
know that the Auxiliary of WinslowHolbrook I’ost, A.L, has announced are under the impression that the
its annual May hall lor Monday eve characters therein pictured are cre
ning, May 5. at Temple hall, Kirk's ations of the author’s brain. Such
is not the case in all his books.
Orchestra to furnish music.
There are at present two living
George YY'heeler of Lynn. Mass, is originals of Kipling’s characters.
Major-General Dunstcrvisiting his former home on Willow “Stalky.’’
ville, Indian army, and Mr. Turk,
street.
also of “Stalky & Company.’’ C. G.
William Manning, a student /it Beresford, Indian civil service. Tt
Harvard Uni versi'fy, is sjVeridfng~ffie" was claimed some years ago that the
Easter recess witli his mother Mrs. original of “Kim” was still alive in
a village in India. iHis actual name
Rafael Brunnetto, in Thomaston.
was Bridger. It is well to state this,
Tlie annual meeting of the Rubin for it lias often been assumed that
stein dub takes place Friday after ‘ Kim’’ was a well-known police offi
noon at the Congregational vestry, cer.
with a miscellaneous program pre
sented under the direction of Mrs.
Edna iSt. Vincent Millay, ac
Dorothy Smalley.
claimed by many as America’s fore
most living woman poet, celebrated
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard her 38th birthday last month. It is
are occupying their Summer home, said that she does not look the part
"Shorelund" at Ingraham Hill.
of a poet, 'but rather resembles that
sort of person about whom poems
Miss Dorothy Biackington lias re are written. Her figure is slight and
turned to her home at the West child-like. Her hair is bobbed, the
Meadows after attending the winter red of childhood transformed to a
with her sister Mrs. Elmer Tee!. warm gold.
Greenish-hazel eyes
Park street.
sparkle a message to joy. revealing a
nature that delights in the warmth
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn of of life. Now at 38 she is still a child
Portland were in the city for the at heart, her apparent frailty but a
weekend, opening their cottage at disguise for the energy that continu
Ginn's Point. Crescent Beach. They ally overflows from her.
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Ginn's
Miss Millay is known as Vincent
brother.
Leland
Biackington. of to her fajnily and many have the
West Meadows.
conjectures been regarding tlie sig
nificance that name has. for it is
Fred, son of Mr and Mrs. Arthur uncommon. This is the story that is
Blackman was host to it friends at told.
When she was born, her
ills home on Suffolk street Thursday mother’s brother was seriously ill in
afternoon to celebrate his tenth a far-away hospital.
While her
birthday.
Games were enjoyed. name was being considered during
Barbara Griffin and Frederick Perry those anxious days, word was re
being prie winners. The lunch table ceived that the crisis had passed and
was gaily decorated with all sorts of that he would live. In joy and grati
Easter favors and two large birth tude she was given the name of the
day cakes were the main .attraction. hospital in wliich he had success
The guests were: Doris and Iiortald fully fought death.
Borgerson, James Hayes. Eugenia
The poet is proud of her ancestors.
Brault, Jack Huke. Charles Dorgan, The first to come to this country was
Stella Young, Barbara Griffin. Fred Anthony Emery who settled in Maine
rick Perry, Edward Storer, Robert in 1648. leaving the ancestral acres
Smith. Y'irginia Pierce. Y'era Easton. at Romsey. England.
Since that
Kathleen and YYendell Blackman.
time in generations have made their
homes in Maine and many members
HOME DEMONSTRATION
of the family have been inclined to
literature. And we are so proud to
Miss Lawrence, Agent, Has Meetings say that Edna St. Vincent Millay's
Every Day This Week, Except cn birthplace was Rockland..

z4z

Among the many fine volumes of
non-fiction noted on the shelves ap
pear:
Four Square by John Hath bone
Oliver, who tells within the covers
tlie story of his four-fold life in a
charming manner. Here are record
ed experiences such as foremen have
had.
The Fine Art of Reading by Robert
E. Rogers. Associate Professor of
English. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, of "snob’’ fame.
How To (Criticise Books, by Llewel
lyn Jones.
Changing New England, by Ed
ward Whiting,
Henry the VIHth. by Francis
Hackett, (the Personal History of a
Dynast and His Wives). It is said
that the “book-of-the-year” has be
come “the book-of-all-time.” Over
200.000 owners of this great b ographv confirm the theory that it is
a permanent treasure for your
library.
•
Your Family Tree by David S air
Jordan and Sarah L. Kimball.
Beethoven, the Search for Reality,
by W. J. Turner.
Old Patchwork Quilts and the
W(»m<?n Who Made Them, by Ruth
E. Finley, it being tlie first adequate
and definite record of patchwork
quilts in America, and should be of
exceptional value today when inter
est in- this sort of handiwork is on
the crest of the wave. It has many
patterns and designs.
The Tragic Era. by Claude G.
Bowers (The Revolution After Lin
coln). Carl Van Doren says of this
hook: “Dealing with the struggles of
tlie Nation after the Civil War. it
clarifies the subject with the skill of
the dramatist, no less than the
science of the historian.’’

and officers lias grown lip in the
Mount Morris Park section of Har
lem. Ever since the first Russians
moved in they have been coming to
the Harlem branch library at 124th
stnet. near Fifth avenue, to ask for
books in their own language. Until
a year ago they left disappointed,
but at that time the demand became
so great that Miss Carolyn Thorne,
the branch librarian, put in a requi
sition for hooks in Russian. During
tlie last year 3000 books have been
acquired and a generous portion of
the library allotted to them.

♦ ♦ » »

Tlie Bodeleian Library in Oxford.
England, has the largest and most
valuable collection in the world of
original and
succeeding Shake
spearian literature. On these shelves
is tin* only copy of the first edition
of ‘\enus and Adonis.’’ subscribed
in die preface “the .first heir of my
invention.” and signed “William
Shakespeare.” This rare volume was
once secured for 25 pounds sterling,
but today is the only priceless book
in tiie world.
History lias proved that Shakes
peare took his plots wherever he
could find them, though his charac
terization is distinctly his own.
From Ovid came some of his plots,
from the Decameron of Boccaccio
came others; from “A Spanish Trag
edy
by Kyd came his story of
“Hamlet:1” and
from
Plutarch’s
Lives came his great Homan plays
“Antony* and Cleopatra.” “Julius
‘Caesar’’ and “Coriolanus.”

J SHE

our Husband Trades Cars Often

Why Not Trade-In Your Old Stovel

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Throughout Denmark and particu
larly in the ancient town of Odense I
there has recently’ been commemo
rated an anniversary of interest to
every American child, as well as
every man and woman who cherishes
dearly memories of happy hours
spent with the world's greatest teller
of wonder and fairy tales It was the
123th birthday celebration of Hans
Christian Andersen—a man who has
become an almost legendary figure,
so great is his peculiar fame and so
enshrouded is lie in the mists of his
own design.
Mere inspired and
loftier geniuses there have been, but
none more internationally revered,
respected and read.

|^jO MAN would tolerate for a

some, efficient new insulated Glen

single day—in his factory or

wood DeLuxe. Exchange uncertainty,

office — equipment as antiquated

iaber, and waste for positive results

and unsatisfactory as many of the

obtained easily and quickly. Make

stoves that their wives permit to re

main in the kitchen—When a man's

nevet be played to
empty pews — and, say

what you please, a full

church means good ad
vance notices. Most of all,

plenty ol invitations—

aristocratic-looking ones,
beautifully engraved.
Such invitations should

be engraved upon the

rich, vcllum-like texture

Preservation of Russian traditions,
culture and language is the most
serious problem of the Russian
refugees in New York, it is said. To
help solve it. the Harlem Branch of
the New York Public Library has
recently established one of the most
complete collections of Russian lit
erature in the United .States. With
in the last five years a colony of
about 2000 former Russian noblemen

/Westbrook.
Seminary anrt
Junior College °

EAT MORE SALADS

lock shabby ho soon trades it in for a

A salad a da.v keeps spring fever
away, doctors and dietitians are
agi\s‘d. The inclusion < f to » few
fresh vegetables in the menu during
the winter months is one of the
factors to which they attribute “that
tired feeling.”
While more green
stuffs are now eaten than ever btfor
the age-old ailment ha< by no means
been conquered.
The more palatable the salad in
gredients. tlie more appetizing it
becomes, they point out. P vege
tables can be kept fresh and fullflav. red until served, more than half
the battle is won—and the patient
stands a good clianc of complete
recovery.
In line witli tills campaign against
lassitude, not only in the spring, but
throughout the year. Frigidaire Cor
poration has just issued a salad
i*eoipe booklet, showing how a wide
variety of salads can be mad with
the aid of its new hydrator. 3’his de
vice, a moist air storage compart
ment, which keens vegetables crisp
and tasty for indefinite periodworks an improvement in tlie
palhtability of vegetables, some au
thorities have declared.
The booklet, distributed free « f
charge by dealers everywhere, de
scribes numerous f< es of spring fever,
among them the following combina
tion salad, containing a veriety 'of
vegetables rich in ju t the n< edcl
elements:
A combination salad is as it sounds,
a combination of vegetables, served
fresh from the hydrator. Combine
tomatoes, peek'd and cubed, with,
sliced cucumbers, small radishes
green onions, chopped celery and
tender green beans or white wax
beans, the last-named choked in salt
water and then chilled. Combine
these ingredients by tossing together
lightly in a mixing bowl. Ad i may> nnaise or salad dressing; tlu-n
serve on crisp lettuce.

new and smarter model—And, in
that, there's a lesson for you women.

pers. May we chow them

to you?
The Courier-Gazette

WEDD1XG

PAPERS

INSULATED

(Mcnwood
TT&dTi'xe,

Gas fences

Trade in that old outworn cooking
equipment of yours towards a hand

M/i

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Bath, Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville

te!uip.
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QUARANTINE EXTENDED

PRESIDENT WINS

VALVE SPRING DAMPER

ARGENTINE HONORS

,

‘

i
|
i
I

Forest Commissir ner Violette, after
consultation with Walter O. Frost,
State leader in charge (ff blister rust,
C( ntrol, has found it necessary to
extend the quarantine area in which
tin* planting, possession, transporta
tion. and sale of currant and goose
berry plants to include sections of
Penobscot County. “This means.”
says Commissioner Violette. “that
there are only three counties in the
State which are not now wholly or
partly under quarantine. These are
Aroostook, Piscataquis and Wash
ington. Yi rk. Cumberland, Oxford.
FranklUi, Hancock. Androscoggin,
Sagadahoc, Lincoln, K‘ nnebec, Knox
and Waldo are entir lv quarantined
while Somerset f’ounty is quarantined
south of Carrying Place, -Caratunl:
and Bald Mountain.’’

Among tlie many new engineering
features found on Studebaker cars
this year is the valve spring damper
originated ami designed by Htudebaker engineers to prevent spring
flutter and :thus eliminate a major

cause of spring breakage.

A stock President Hight roadster
(jriv,.n by Miguel Viggiaim. was victor in the :.10-miIe “Ginn lTemio
standard 1929' of Argentina. 3 lie
race is one of the <-o-unti-y's leading
speed « vents and i
confined to
strictly stock ears.

JOAN

NOW
SHOWING

CRAWFORD

MOCN’

‘MONTANA

A DESPERATE MARRIAGE!

WHEN IX BOSTON—Remember that yoi.
can buy copies of Tiie Courier-Gazette with
the home news, ut the (U<i South News Ageucy
Wuslgueton St., next Old South Church.

How an ambi
tious mother
feathered the
nest of her
beautiful
daughter by
driving her into
a strange marriage bargain
with startling
results.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

EARNER &ROS
'present

with

»- “"CHANEY

Dolores

a Norman Kerry
e 1 Mary Philbin

In
Technicolor

11Z

Chester Morris, Jack Mulhall,
Edna Murphy
From the story by Elizabeth Alexander
Adapted by Joseph Jackson

Directed by Howard Bretberton

Greater than ever! It's drama lightened by
dialogue sound effects and marvelous music
with beautiful ballet scenes in color.
TODAY ONLY

Metro Act
Paramount News
Paramount Act

“Camera Shy

“HER UNBORN CHILD”
All Talking Drama

of LinweaveWedding Pa
Thorough training for
col*»?e and for life. General
preparatory course and two
years’ college work with op
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramat
ics, home econortfics, sten
ographic courses. Small
classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium anti
outdoor s|s»rts 9Mth year.
Rate $1030. Catafog.
Agnfs M. Sapiomd, Pr/u.
Box T
Portland, Maine

a workroom of joy.

automobile begins to lose pep or to

• » ♦ •

QUCH a scene should

your kitchen a place of beauty and

A PUBLIX THEATRE

All Star Cast
PUBLIX

Shows At
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 10.30

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT
PICTURES
TEL. 892

Home of Paramount
Singing and Talking
Productions

Performinces at
2.00, 6.30. 8.30
Tel. 4.3

THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND

__ S

Every-0
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gone before. There, is safety in a
fugue. The very word 'fugue' im
presses an audience, assures it that
the composer knows Jiis trade. And
yesterday Air. Piston's fugue was ap
parently the one movement honestly
enjoyed. It was lively, it kept the at
tention. It even excited, and with
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
out any pedantic discussion as to its
technical merit. It provoked hearty 1
applause—that was the answer.”
X-.
Warren Storey Smith pronounced
'es^Si
ThP Bangor Auditorium has been Franz Liszt, the wife of Hans Von the '"Suite” none too inviting at the
outset, branding it »s barren of
S’ 'ected as the place for holding the Bueiow, and the wife of the greatest
salient ideas, although admitting the
till'd annual Maine school hand and c .mposer of his day. Richard Wagner.
orchestral treatment was on occa....
O 'l'hcstra band contest. May 10 is the
The most dramatic portrayal of 1 lon ingenious. But the final Fugue
date assigned, and the Bangor
Mr. Smith said “is a capital piece of j
("I amber t f Commerce is in charge of Frau Wagner that has ever Cime be- |
r, . r ngiments. This year's contest fore my eyes is set forth in ,Schu- ontrapuntal writing in Ute modern
tyle with a well-marked rhythm to
v.il he conducted under rules recom- mann-Heink's book "The Last of the
hold the attention and" override the
m n.l d by the New England Music Titans,’ (her own autobiography).
frequent dissonance. But the music
I • stir '1 Assi clatl >n. which will give Schumann-Heink depicts that mar
itself suggested a spaciousness that
c 'h organ'z.itlen a rating in pro- velous woman in a vivid manner—
its too speedy termination contradict
p
on to the musical advantages it her personality, her accomplishments
i" joys, regardless of the size of the her standards and her strange and 'd. Mr. Piston conducted with aus. lio ,1. It is the hope < f all who masterly character. The great prima I thority and was much applauded,
The review from the Globe was
|-?i the inter st of our young local donna was associated with her at
to sii ions at heart that the Rockland various periods and the narrative is 'crY interesting. In part it said: It
‘he younger and not the older j
I
Itand may take part.................
in thi told from wide experience and assn- (
< ntest.
And why not the High elation. If you have not already read ■ generation of American c mposers
Scbumann-Ilelnk's story, make It a 1*>at Mr. Piston must be ranked, not |
.' hu d Orchestra?
point to do so—it is quite worth ’’•“rely by his years, but by the style I
of his music. A pupil of Boulanger,
The First Congregational Church while.
he has undergone in Paris the same j
• ■f Bridgton has a hoys' vested choir
Miss Edna Al. Gregory of this city musical influences that have helped
i: imliering 21. which is giving spei ial programs through the Lenten who Is attending the Faelten Piano shape the creative imagination of
and Easter season. < >n Palm Sun forte School. Boston, is carrying or Aaron Copeland. He has assimilated
the work of such modern French
il. iy in addition to the regular hymn, the brilliant record she established
writers as Raved and Honegger, and
one of the boys, Paul Mackie, is to at that school so early in her train
sing "The Palms," and on Easter, ing.. Last year she was featured in of such modern Russians as Stra
vinsky and Prokofieff.
Henry A. Shorey 3d will slug a solo. solo recital, an honor rarely accord"This musical background and a
There will als be a vocal trio and a 1 ed a second year student, and already
this year she has figured in two re- high degree of skill in writing and
s"ini-chorus.
To • choir which has added greatly cltals at the school. March 26 and scoring music for orchestra, have en- |
:•! Ihe,Sunday morning service assist- 27 she was one of four pianists glv- abled Mr. Piston to produce In the 1
suite a work deserving more than the I
ii the adult Choir and orchestra, was ! Ing "Waltzes" (Op. 39) Brahms, an
I. ■ anixed and is directed by Mrs. arrangement for two pianos, four single hearing too often allotted by j
the musical powers-that-be to the
il nry A. Shorey. Jr. The mothers, ' hands, by the composer.
compositions of American writers.
school teachers and friends have as- !
• • • •
s -led in various ways. Each Sunday
March 23, at Symphony hall, Bos- He has something of his own to say.
tb • boys sing a processional and re- ton, in the 20th concert of the Bor in music, and he has said it in the
language of the present musical day
ic si nal, as well as a hymn, and oc- tun Symphony Orchestra was a fea• asionally there are special solos.
. ture that has particular Interest for with considerable point and power.
Mrs. Shorey is a graduate of Rockland people, for one of the pro- There Is fur more Imaginative power
in this suite than in earlier works of
i' .ii ciinci. n Normal School, teaching grammed numbers was a Suite for
music there after her graduation. Orchestra. 1: Allegro. 2: Andante, S: Mr. Piston heard here. Its ingenious
She has also heen a member of the Allegro, by Walter Piston, a former rhythms and individual tone color
' ' inch choir and president of the Rockland boy. The composition was adorn without blurring a firmly knit
l i nistad Music flub.
' conducted by Air. Piston and was its musical texture.
"Mr. Piston, it should be added,
• • • •
j first performance.
'• p i t card from Mrs. Fred True ,
Unfortunately, and incorrectly, the conducted his suite with a skill not
given to most composers. One felt
(’.• j-i Lawrence) who is on a trip program stated that Mr. Piston was
wi
her husband to the West Coast, born in Boston, but Rockland «as that he was securing from the or
d '.I i’ ch 27 allows a scene pre- his birthplace, with Jan. 20, 1894. his chestra Just about what he wanted.
• d l y an afternoon pipe organ birth date. He now lives at Belmont, The players applauded him more
heartily at the close than did the ma
i- '< ,1. Balboa Park. San Diego, and Mass., where his Suite was written in
jority of an audience notoriously cool
,1.1s a line saying that they heard the summer of 1929.
to modern pieces. This suite should
t
' l'gan that very day and wished
The programmed description of the
be heard again in Boston."
llockland music lovers could have '"Suite" states that "The first movehad the same treat.
ment is light In character and conMme. Galll-Curcl cancelling a por
• • • »
’ tains some ‘Americanisms;’ but It is
tion of her projected European tour. I
Frau Ci sima Wagner, widow of the in no sense an attempt to write Jazz.
returned to this country some two '
composer
Richard Wagner, and j The second movement is calm, and
weeks ago. In an interview given in
daughter of the equally famed mtisl- ; *s u development of two motives; one
Paris and reported in the New York
c'.in. Franz Liszt, died Tuesday at 1 announced by the violas, the other
World, she declared that she had been I
B yreuth at the age of 93. She was j ^y the English horn.
The third
the victim of a newspaper campaign
c
of the last connecting links he- movement Is a fugue.
directed against her because of the
tw on what has been known as the
The score calls for these Instrugenerous size of the fee she demanded,
g :,b n age of music and modern I ments: Piccolo, two flutes, two oboes,
and she further set forth that the ob
t'"’"s. One of her contemporaries, English horn, two clarinets , bass
jection was one wholly unjustified,
widow of the famous waltz com- 1 clarinet , two
bassoons,
doubleinasmuch as her fee for a perform
bassoon,
four
horns,
three
trumpets,
poser, Strauss, died only a few weeks
ance in Europe was less than half the
three trombones, tuba, kettle drums,
ag .
amount she received in the United
1 he story of her life contains all snare drum, bass drum, tambourine, States.
dramatic situations of an operatic cymbals, triangle, wood-block, piano....
p :f. rma nee, and during it she was forte, and strings.
One of the finest concerts heard
Mr. Piston studied violin playing
intimately associated with three of
"on the air" was the Atwater-Kent
the greatest figures the world of mu with Messrs. Fiumara Theodorowicz
Hour of Sunday evening in which
sic has ever known. Daughter of the and Winternitz in Boston; piano Mine. Sigrid Onegin was soloist.
celiibrat, d musician. Franz Liszt, she playing with Harris Shaw. (That Small wonder that the critics unani
nW her first husband, Hans Von Bue- sounds interesting to us, too. doesn t mously concede Onegin’s voice as
Imv. when he was studying under her It ?) He studied theory and composione of the greatest in the world to
•inguishi d father, and married Hon chiefly at Harvard University,
day, It is a voie^ of strange possi
aim in 1S57. at the age of 20. Under but also with Nadia Boulanger in bilities and capabilities. There is
this brilliant association. Von Hue- Paris. A sonata by Air. Piston was the depth of q cqntralto, the range of
low moved upward to become one of played in Paris by Marcel Ciampi at a soprano. t be-flexibility of a colora
Europe's outstanding conductors, and a concert cf the SAI L on May 5. tura, and ye.t.it is not a freak voice.
the greatest exponent of the day of 1926. A "Symphonic Piece" by Mr. Far from it. She sings so effortless,
the revolutionary works of Richard Piston was performed in Boston at so naturally—if seems as if song just
a concert of the Boston Symphony pours from her. We understand after
Wagner.
In 1868 when Cosima was 31, Von orchestra on March 23, 1928. Three Sunday’s concert more than ever
B n low conducted his friend Wag- pieces for flute, clarinet, and bassoon Mrs. Eleanor Howard's enthusiasm
nei's latest opera "Die Meistersinger,” were performed by the Boston Flute for this marv^ous singer.
with tremendous success. But only 1 Players' Club Feb. 13. 1927 (Laurent.
They were
two years after that. Cosima left him Hamelin and iLaus).
Tne wise modern housewife sharer
and made a match at 33 with the emi played at a concert of the Societe her burdens and lets The People’s
Nationale,
Paris,
May
8,
1926
and
in
nent Wagner. Von Bueiow was deepLaundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
B hurt by his wife's desertion and his 1928 at Philadelphia by the Chamber rugs and quilts. The cost Is low, the
Music
Association.
friendly relations with Wagner were
service prompt, the work excellent.
For several seasons Mr. Piston was
broken. Yet because cf the magnifi124-tf
i nee of Wagner's work, and his ap- ' the conductor of the Pierian Sodality,
predation of its greatness. Von Bue- : Harvard University. He now teaches
low to the end of his days conducted in the Music Department of Harvard
wi.h equal impartiality the major University, and acted as chairman of
MAIN
e mpositions of Wagner, Liszt and j the department during Edward -Burtlie other musters, Tschaikowsky and j lingame Hill’s absence.
He has
•n.i.
sketched a sonata for flute and piano.
The wi,l wed Frau Wagner lived on and a quintet for wind instruments,
at Beyrouth with the memories of , and has in mind a string quartet,
j . " great pasts—as the daughter of j
I am indebted to Airs. R. D. -Savllle
of this city for the program and
WALK-OVER
clipping from the Boston Globe. Mrs.
Savllle is Mr. Piston's aunt.
• • • •
It is most interesting to note the
comments of the various Boston mu
sic critics on Mr. Piston's work and
perfoimance. Philip Hale in the
Boston Herald says;
“It would be foolish for an Ameri
can composer in these years to write
in the manner of Haydn and endeavor
the same time to express his own
Famous Screen Stars at
individuality.
His musical ideas
would hardly adapt themselves to the
say: “Lovely Skin”
old forms or he would only be a seduIF YOUR feet trouble you ...
“Exquisitely smooth skin is the most j
‘peithat,!’Ltf he,had
1<?ea,9,
Main Spring* Arch. If you
rote a 'classical'
captivating charm any girl can have,” at
Pr°kofieff wrote
classical
have no foot troubles . . .
say 45 of Hollywood’s foremost direc symphony, and it is delightful, but he
again . • • Main Spring Arch.
tors. The fascinating screen stars is a man of uncommon talent. Stra
agree for they have found that to pass Vinsky tried to go back to Bach, and
It is insurance against foot
the close-up their wrote music of Saharan barrenness
troubles and foot fatigue.
skin must be flaw not one oasis for refreshment. No,
Let us ahow you.
a composer should be a man of his
less.
own
generation,
also
country,
but
To keep their
skin petal-smooth not possessed by a Chauvinistic
McLAIN
9 out of 10 screen demon so that his compositions would
stars depend on only have .parochial interest. Just
SHOE
STORE
•
Lux Toilet Soap... what Mr. Piston means by "American
isms' in his first movement is not
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Charming Mary easy to understand. Mr. Cliadwlch
Nolan, Universal has shown more than once that a
At The Brook
MARY NOLAN
player whose skin
36Ttf
composition, not containing a na
is so lovely, says: “I am utterly en
thusiastic about Lux Toilet Soap, i tional air, can yet be charged with
,
•Reg- C.9. Pat. Off.
Even the most expensive French soaps I?9 sp rlt thats a®ce,pted her*? as n
Europe as distinctively American, a
have not kept my
certain reckless, devil-me-care, snapjskin so beautifully
plng-of-fingers-at - the-eternal-verlpmoath.”
ties spirit. One fails to find this
And lovely little
spirit, this flavor in Mr. Piston’s first
Pauline Garon
movement. There is occasional fury,
says of this fra
a use of devices also employed by In
grant white soap:
genious makers of jazz, but these can
“LuxToiletSoapis
hardly be called Americanisms. In
truly marvelous.”
the slow movement there are some
Delightful Kay
truly musical ideas that suggest
Embody esered memorise. They
Johnson, Metro- PADline garon poetic feeling and a personal note, yet
are
the evidence of loving
-Goldwyn-Mayer
' here one wishes a surer authoritative
player, states: “The close-ups do j —not aggressive—carrying out of the
thoughtfulness.
idemand the softest, smoothest skin. musical sentiments and a still more
Lux Toilet Soap is a joy—it keeps the
Skilled In the eraft of msmerial
pronounced mood. Then there Is the
skin so lovely.”
making, we are reedy to serve
1 fugue.
All the great film
"Composers having made daring or
yeur every need.
studios have made loose experiments, caring little for
Lux Toilet Soap of euphony, disdaining as is the fashion
ficial in their dress today, 'obvious' tunes, harmonic pro
Wm. E. Doraan & Son,
ing rooms. You, gressions, enchanting combinations
too, will enjoy it. of instruments, suddenly thinking
Inc.
Luxurysuchasyou
I hat the Philistines may be disconhave found only in
EA8T UNION, ME.
fine French soaps i certed by what they have done, write
MTtf
at 50tf and $1.00 ’ a fugue for a sonorous ending. They
I think a fugue sanctifies what has

IHt REALM OF MUSIC

Sold Out to Eastern/ Morse Upholstering Co's Stock of Boston/
S LEOPENS
pACTpnM I SMS
I
SACRIFICED
1
1 LdlXl X
OFFERS IT'S GREATEST SAVINGS/!
a

MORNING
31^3 O’clock

rCJhe Morse Upholstering Co. of Boston, hr 2E>yrs. flew England’s Leading manufacturer
of fine Parlor Furniture Forced to close because oF market conditions-lhe Eastern Saves tremendously!
Carload upon Carload of beautiful Parlor Pieces Manufactured For the Spring Season —

Going dt Prices that will Cause a real sensation among thrifty
buyers for miles around / • Easy terns ifyou. wish/
COME and SAVE! ~ A CHANCE OF A LIFETIME/

10°°
DELIVER5 IT

Ordinarily These Suites Would Sell
on Our Floors at $135 to $169!
Tomorrow—the first day of the factory stock
sale!—theso sarr.p'e suites will be disposed of
at this drastic price-cdt! A large group—
piece and even 3-piece suites’ Many with ser
pentine fronts, drop-carvings!
All have fine
coil spring construction, reversible cushions
(some in tapestry), and large roll arms! Su
perior quality of jacquard coverings!
ONE YEAR TO PAY!

•10"
DELIVER}IT

Ordinarily These Suites Would Sell
on Our Floor at $175 to $195!
In this group will be found the finer 3-pie__
suites—amazing values!
The majority have
webbed bottoms! Some with beautifully carved
frames, tuf.ed or heavy roll fronts and serpen
tine style! Lovely rayon-Jacquards, MohaTrs,
etc.! Pillow-arm designs included! All cushions
reversible! Be here when doors open!

ONE YEAR TO PAY!

atl«“

ft ' J

17

DELIVERS IT

“GIRL’S
GREATEST
ASSET?”

tdftfark every grave

Memorials

Kay juunson thec*ke...now W.

Ordinarily These Suites Would'Sell
on Our Floor at $225 to $275!
Every suite in this group is one of the finest
on our floors! Magnificent creations, marvelous
carved frame?, legs and arm-fronts and dropcarvings in addition!
Mohairs predominate;
some very high grade beautiful Jacquards!
Great variety of styles, serpentine fronts, etc.
Revorsib'e cushions are gorgeous! All are 3piece suites and are unheard of saving oppor
tunities.
ONE YEAR TO PAY!

Factory’s Loss Your Gain ! Newly Weds Will Buy Now!
MOHAIR SUITES

MOHAIR SUITES

MOHAIR SUITES

Sacrifice at below factory cost. Lovely col
orings. Reversible cushions. Made
to sell for $275 ..............................

Elaborately built! Marquette reverse cush
ions! Webbed bottoms! Covered all over
in
mohair. Made to sell for flJQZJQ
$350............................................................

$187

spZ.ua

Smart new styles, fine weave reversible
cushions, wonderful spring construetion. Made to sell for $325 ......

$233

Aristocratic
Club Chair!
bottoms!
Made to sell

Hand tied
Moss and hair filling!
tifully tailored. Made to sell for
conc'ruction!

spring
Beau

$315

ANTIQUE VELOUR SUITES

MOHAIR SUITES

TAPESTRY SUITES

Gorgeous silky sheen!

style!
English button back
Tempered oil springs and webb
Reversible
cushions.
for $375 .... ................. .

Newest creations! In French red and ocean
green!
Richly carved mahogany fram.il
Finest spring construction. Made (h?/*
to sell for $550 ........................................ ^wOv

If Yau Cannot Attend, Mail In Your Order Early !
The Store
with
thousands of
Friends

Free Delivery
whenever you
are ready!

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

